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Empty Bowls, an annual
charity event, will be from 11 a in
until 1 p.m. Feb. 25 al Si. Marks

Parish Hall. All proceeds from the
event will go to U-v(\ the needy in
Madison County.
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Smoke-free
residence halls
possible in 2006
BY TRACY HANEY.
I

.•• ■

smokers in'residence hallmay have the next year and
a hall to prepare lor a ban
thai would Nave all facilities
-moke tree.

The student life, discipline
and athletics committee, a
subcommittee of the Hoard
oi Regents, approved the
genera) direction of Student
Affairs to turn all residence
halls smoke tree by fall 2006
ai its meeting Friday.
"We've been moving in
thai direction." said Janus
Conneely, vice president ol
student Affairs, ol the smokefree policy. "We are really
looking for the whole health

Mark Ruley. a sophomore construction management major, and Alexandria Bnggs, a University of Kentucky student, wait lor Ruley to
see a doctor at Student Health Services on Friday afternoon At least ssx cases of the flu have been diagnosed on campus this spring
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of the student body."
Kenna Middleton, director
HI I ni\ersity Housing, said
till percent ol the residence
halls on campus are smoke
fpei inctuding individual
floors ami three smoke-free
residence halls,
Middleton said housing
would like to increase Ihe
smoke-free level to 7<)-7."> percent by next year.
Morehead State University
is [he'only other in-state university that allows smoking
in residential facilities, she
said
About 1(1 percent ol
Eastern residents indicated
Ihcj were smokers on housing applications. Middleton
said, adding this may not he
an accurate number because

some students don't say they
are smokers or start smok
ing alter ihey begin, living on
campus,
Whitney Bryson, a nonsmoker and a freshman business management major
from Columbia, Ky., lives in
Dupree Hall, which is classified as smoke in i
"It's a plus," Bryson said ol
the policy, adding she thinks
it would be a Hood idea if all

of campus residences wenl
smoke free.
Todd Hall resident
Michael Campbell, a sopho
more finance major from
Pikeville, also doesn'l smoke.
but he said he doesn't agree
with the policy.
"Actually. I would say it's
an infringement ol rights,"
Campbell said. "I think ever)
residence hall should have ,i
smoking section or smoking
floors."
Middleton said it has not
been decided if or whal t> pes
of alternative areas will be
created for smokers. A smoking lounge or an enclosed
outdoor location are possible
options, she said.
other housing endeavors
discussed l-'riday In be implemented in the fall were Ihe
addition ol a Women's issues
floor and an academic-year
hall
The women's-issues flooris in connection with worn
en's studies, but residents
are not required to be a part

See HOUSING, A4

Card readers log
students' entry
If"
People who are sick have a wide variety of cold and flu
treatments to choose from while shopping at CVS.

Campus sees increase
in number of flu cases
BY MEGAN HANSEN

'.

Mon lymy editor
Coughing, stuffy sinuses.

headache mid congestion are
just a few of the problems

Kate Watson, a junior nursing major, coughs while reading a
brochure about the flu. Watson is waiting to see a doctor at
Student Health Services on Friday. Dr. Pradeep Bose, director
of Student Health Services, said there has been an increase
in patients coming in with flu-like symptoms to Student Health
Services since the middle of January.
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from which Katie Ewing hi
suffering.
Ewing, a sophomore
public relations major from
Cincinnati, said she began
feeling sick about two weeks
ago.
"The worst part is the
coughing." Ewing said, "I do ii
all the time."

Ewing isn't the only student
on campus with the common
cold.
"(Student Health Services)
noticed a pick up in patients

around the middle of January,"
said l>r. I'radeep Hose, director ol Student Health Services.
Hose said the doctors at
Student Health Services have
seen cases of the true flu. gastrointestinal infections and
other non-flu viruses.
"Lasl semester we cultured
several students with flu-like
symptoms, but we had no one
test positive lor the flu." Bose
said. "This semester we have
gotten a lot of positive cultures
hack. There have been six or
seven that I have gotten hack.
and I don't know how many
the other doctors have gotten

back."

There was a shortage
Sec SICK, A3

SGA RESOLUTION
WOULD LIMIT
ACCESS TO INEO
Assistant news editor

Waving a residential student
ID card in front of a proximity card reader can unlock the
door to a student's residence
hall, but most students are not
aware whenever they use their
II's in gel into their residence
halls, tin- software behind the
card system logs the date and
lime of their entry.
Although campus card readers are disabled until the week
of March 21, questions remain
as to whether or not the information gathered by proximity
card readers invades students'
privacy.
David Pifer, a senator on
Ihe Student Rights Committee
and original author of the
resolution to net the Office of
Student Judicial Affairs to create a policy or policies govern
ing ihe information obtained
from cud readers, ihinks

access to ihe date and time ol
entrances should be restricted.
The resolution asks tinOffice of Student Judicial
Affairs to create policies
restricting access to information gained from card readers
because ol an issue of "checks
and balances.'' l-'iler said at the
Residence Life Council meeting on Monday
"We want to ensure the policy is written by a third party."
he said. "Students may want it
to be restrictive, while housing
may not want it that restrictive."
Hie resolution was presented i<> Rl < and was passed on
Monday before it was tabled
at the Student Government
Association Senate meeting
on [Tuesday, due to an overall
lack of information The senate
members decided to explore
information and look into
oilier resources before making
a decision.
There is a general campus
policy that keeps people from
accessing information about
students. Only people in housing can access the information,
SII "somebody in financial aid
See READERS. At

Bush proposes cuts to TRIO
PROGRAM LOSS
COULD BE
HARMFUL TO
EASTERN
BY TRACY HANEY
Editor

National TRIO Day on
Feb. 2ft will be more than jusl
a celebration of the program,
which helps underprivileged
youth make il to. and succeed
in college. Il will also be a rally
against President George w
Bush's proposed funding cuts
lor two of the five TRIO programs.

Educational Talent Search
and Upward Hound are early
intervention programs and
were among the first three
IRK) programs created under
ihe Higher Education Act of

1965. TRIO targets young people who. come from families
with an income under $24,000
and whose parents have not
graduated college.
Student Support Services,
also known as NOVA at
Eastern, is the third program.

The Educational Opportunities
Centers, created in 1972,
and the Ronald McNair PostBaccalaureate Achievement
program, created in 1986, are
also included in I'KK).
"(TRIO) students do graduate al a statistically significant
level compared with a control
group of students that don't
enroll in NOVA." said Victoria
Boyd-Kennedy, student (level
opulent specialist with the
NOVA program.
Boyd-Kennedy said if
Educational Talent Search and
Upward Hound are cut from
TRIO it could potentially have
an impact on Eastern because
the university's service area

generally tits the demographics required for TRIO. Eastern
also hosts Educational Talenl
Search and Upward Hound on
its campus.
"It would be really devastating to the whole (TRIO) pro
gram if we lost those two pro
grams." Boyd-Kennedy said.
"Our society benefits from
being more inclusive and niak
ing opportunities available lo
everyone, not jusl ihe ones
who know they can afford lo
go to school or who know they
want to go to college."
Oilier than helping high
school students make the
decision to come lo college,
Boyd-Kennedy said the 1 RIO
program also helps young people .experience campus life at
Eastern before they graduate
high school.
"Many oi (the TRIO students) do, when they make the
choice lo go to college, choose
See TRIO. VI

Marcie McDowell/Progress

Banding together
The mascots from Western Kentucky University, Morehead State University and Murray State
University pined the Colonel during the Rally for Higher Education Wednesday in Frankfort
The rally gave students a chance to voice their concerns on the rising cost of tuition and
reoccurring cuts in higher education About 40 Eastern students attended the rally
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► News briefs

Happenings

Compiled by Bob Flynn

• Thursday

A cappella group
to perform in
Brock Auditorium

7 p.m.
Ken Carnes will present his solo play. "Last
Words: Stories Taken from Death Row
Inmates," in the Student Services Building
Auditorium.

Natural]) 7. a seven-voice
acappella group, \sill be in coni ii! .n 8 p.m. Wednesday in
Brock Auditorium.
Ilu' even) is sponsored b\
tin- Office "i Student Life and
iln Office of Multicultural
Student Affairs.

• Friday
7 p.m.
Words in Motion: A Tribute to Our Heritage"
will be presented in the Kennamer Room in the
Powell Building as part of Black History Month.

English majors
to hold conference
in Keen Johnson
rhe Association of English
Majors will hold iis spring
2005 conference from 12:30
p.m.-4:30 p.m. Feb. 22 and 23
in ilic Kasl Room of the Keen
Johnson Building.
Admission is free and
refreshments will be served
For more information contacl
Susan Kroeg at 622-228,2.

• Saturday
6:30 p.m.
Eastern's Honors Bands will perform a
concert in Brock Auditorium in the Coates
Administration Building.

• Tuesday

Alternative Spring Break
team leader ai tamara.
Stephens" ikii.edu.

Academic calendar
events posted on
Eastern's Web site
Eastern's Academic
Calender for fall 2005 through
summer. 2010 has been posted
on Eastern's Web site.
I'he calender can be found
at the top right hand corner ol
tin- home page

Sponsored programs
publishes manual
for external projects
The Division ol Sponsored
Programs has published a polieies and procedures manual
for developing, submitting and
administering externally sponsored projects, For more information go to www.sppnsoredprogramsieku.edu.

Habitat for Humanity
in need of volunteers EKU Writing Project
to hold conference
for Spring Break
for educators

8 p.m.
The Collegiate Black Christians Bible Study
meets in the Meditation Chapel.

Wondering what to do for
Spring Break? The Alternative
Spring Break team is looking
for Habitat for Humanity volunteers Deadline for applications is Wednesday.
Questions should be
directed, to Tamara Stephens.

9 p.m.
Banner 101 Navigation: Training for New
Banner Users will be held in Room 11 of the
Coates Administration Building.

The EKU Writing Project
will host a Study Group
Conference for educators interested in improving literacy
instruction on Feb. 26.
The event will be from

8 a.m. 3 p.m. in the Wallace
Building i osl is $45 per person ITie registration deadline
is Friday, for more information
contacl Sally Martin al 6222992.

Program accepting
nominations for
scholarships
The Jack Kent Cook
Foundation is accepting
nominations for its Graduate
Scholarship Program. College
seniors and alumni that have
graduated since May 2000 are
eligible, Eastern can nominate
two students.
Nominees must have a
cumulative grade point average
of 3.50, and plan to be in a fulllime graduate program In the
fall of 2005. Students wishing
to be considered for nomination should contacl Blizabeth
Wachlel al 622-2222. i .
Applications musl be
received in the Office of
University Programs by March
18.

Eastern hockey team
to play Louisville at
I^exington Ice Center
The Eastern hockey team
takes on Louisville tonight
at the Lexington Ice Center.
Admission is SL' for everyone.
The group bringing the most

lans will win $20. Groups and
their members must'sign in at
the entrance In quality'.
lor more Information contact Mike Steele at michael
s|eele<l"ekll edll.

Spring ScholasticBook Fair continues
in Crabbe Library
ITie 2005 Spring Scholastic
Book lair will hi- held beginning at 8a.m. today and Friday
in the Learning Resource
Center on the third flour of the
Crabbe I Ibrarj

Students eligible for
more than $10,000
in grant funding
Hie division ol Sponsored
Programs announced an
opportunity for Eastern students to apply for a Lindbergh
Foundation grant worth more
than $10,000.
The foundation honors the
Lindbergh's legacy by funding projects that improve the
quality ol life by seeking a balance between technological
advancements and environmental preservation Deadline
for submission is June 9,
For more information con
tact. Deborah I.undlin at 6223636.

► Police beat

The Juried Art Exhibition: Diversity continues in
Giles Gallery in the Campbell Building.

Compiled by Megan Jones

• Wednesday

Tin- following reports were
nli (I with Eastern's Division
of Public Safety between Feb. 8
and Feb. 11.

8 p.m.
"Guys and Dolls" will be performed in Gifford
Theatre in the Campbell Building.

Feb. 8
Adam L Prater ol Richmond
was arrested and charged
with operating a motor vehicle
under the influence of drugs.
possession of marijuana, possession of drug paraphernalia
and the improper use of blue
lights.

World Music & Dance will be in Brock
Auditorium in the Coates Administration
Building.

President's Day
Weekend

A woman reported she had
cash stolen from her unsecured wallet on two separate days in Room 138 of the
Rowlett Building.

Feb. 10
Ronald C. Maelon ol Hazard
was charged with the posses
sion of marijuana and drug
paraphernalia.

A person reported a Student
damaged the wall in the
Dupree Hall lobby.

Someone reported the theft
of cash from the Alumni
Coliseum women's pool locker

room.

Feb. 9
A person reported an individual known to her attempted to
run her over with a vehicle

A woman reported while she
was leaving the Martin lot.
an unknown male opened the

passenger's side door of her
vehicle.
Feb. 1 1
Someone reported a damaged
paper towel dispenser on the
I 1th floor of Commonwealth

Hall
A person reported being
assaulted in the McGregor
Hall lobby by an individual
known to her.

WOMEN'S & MEN'S BASKETBALL VS.
SOUTHEAST MISSOURI STATE

Hours of Operation
Fountain Food Court

T-SHIRTS - PRIZES
DRINKS - GAMES
FOOD - ENTERTAINMENT
WITH A STUDENT ID!

Chic-fil-A and Burger King
Sat

10:30 am-4:00 pm

Sun-Mon

Closed

Fresh Food Co.
Sat
Sun

Mon

10:30 am- 1:30 pm
4:30 pm - 6:30 pm

SCHEDULE

Stratton Cafe

10:30 am-1:30 pm
4:30 pm - 6:30 pm

WOMEN SiTIPrOFF
Sat-Sun

10:30 am- 1:30 pm
4:30 pm - 7:00 pm

Mon

Martin Hall
Sat-Sun
Mon

5:30 PM

7:0

Closed
°

am

6-7:30 PM

" 1 :0° Pm

•

7:30 PM
MEN S TIPrOFF

SPONSORED BY:
S6A - RLC
ATHLETICS
H00SING
ARAMARK
STUDENT LIFE

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 17TH

Closed

fiUIIAI!III^IIHJII,'1B/!|I^IHM:V/frrTn

11:00 am-Midnight

Java City Library
Sat-Mon

Closed

FOR MORE IHF0 C0HTACT
THE SGA AT 622 1724
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SICK: Shortage of flu vaccination had little effect on number of campus flu cases
From VHHV Al
flu vaccinations this wiriter
■ mil campus did not receive as
main vaccinations as it normally does.
The shortage lias not realK affected the number of. flu
cases Student Health Services
has seen, Hose said. The flu
season typically begins in late
November or early December
and runs through the middle or
end of March.
"This year it took a little
longer for the flu to show up
on campus." Bose said. "I was
beginning to think we would
be able to scpieak by without
seeing the flu on campus. The
flu we have seen has not been
very intense yet. I'm kind of
surprised since we didn't gel
many vaccinations."
There are many symptoms
ol th • flu. They include sudden
Onset of fever. COUgh, headache.
body aches, lack of appetite.
sore throat, some nausea and
just feeling awful. Bose said.
There have been a lot of
students coming into Student
Health Services with flu-like
symptoms.If a patient conies
in with a fever of 100 to 101
»I

degrees or higher, they qualify

to be cultured for the flu. Hose
said.
Hose said it lakes between
10 days and two weeks to «et
the results from a flu culture.
"We can't wait lo treat the
flu." Hose said. "You have to
begin treatment within 24 to IK
hours in order to shorten the

flu."
Hose said the flu is like any
oilier viral infection, just much
stronger. The earlier someone
is diagnosed with 'he flu, the
better. ..
Many oilier students have
visited Hose who have not had
the flu.
There isn't much someone
can do to ireal the common
cold but you can treat the symp
loms, Hose said.
"YOU need lo get a lol of resl
and slay warm." he said "Being
exposed lo the cold weather
lowers your immune system
and breathing cold air inflames
your respiratory system."
Antibiotics do not work lo
Ireal the common cold. Hose
said. When someone lakes
antibiotics that are not needed.

44
We can't wait to
treat the flu. You
have to begin
treatment within
24 to 48 hours in
order to shorten
the flu.
—Dr. Pradeep Bose

Director of Student Health
Services

yy
their body develops resistance
to the drug.
Hose said there are several
things people can do lo relieve

their cold symptoms. He recommends taking 500 milligrams
of vitamin C two times a day.

staying hydrated, quit smoking,
avoid secondhand smoke and
lo avoid drinking while you are
sick because alcohol "runs the
immune system down."
"Inhaling steam or Karnlinn
with salt water or I-isterine will
make you feel better." Hose
said. "I! you cant stand gargling
with salt water, warm water will
work because the heat of it
helps."
Several students have come
to Student Health Services with
laryngitis. Hose said.
"We tell them to resl their
voice, no talking, singing
or screaming, and to inhale
Steam," Hose said. "We also
sometimes lell students, to
drink honey lemon lea."
Hose said if it is a virus that

is causing someone t<> feel sick,
il will run its course and then
disappear.
Ewing went to Student
Health Services because her
neighbor in the residence hall
had bronchitis.
"I thought if I had bronchitis then I should get antibiotics
before it got any worse." Ewing
said. "It turns out it was just a
cold and I'm getting over it."

Scott Metcalf, an associate
professor of mathematics and
statistics, said he has had several Students miss class due to

Marcie McDowell/Progress
Debbie Flynn (right), a certified medical assistant, asks Melba Land, a senior medical assistant major, questions about her medical history

illness.
"Sometimes il is hard to tell
if they are missing for illness
unless they call." he said. "If il
is excused. I lei them make up
the work."
Students aren't the only people getting sick on Eastern's
campus.
Metcalf said In- substituted
for a colleague on Monday
because she was sick.
In order to keep from n<'iting sick. Hose recommends
everyone wash his or her hands
several limes a day.
"If you don't have access to
water or soap, hand sanilizer is
the next best thing," he said.
Hose said il is important to
get adequate resl. have proper
nutrition and to yet exercise in
case you are exposed lo sickness.
"If you do run across a bug,
it won't gel a hold of you if you
take care of yourself beforehand."
Reach Megan at
megan hunsni-t" eku edit

; Tell 10,000*
A people it's
;4 your mend's
birthday.
Call 622-1489
to make someone's
special day even
more special!

• i
#' 'i

isn't the only
avoid getting sick f ^
Vour hands
dequate rest
smoke/smoking
Chilling
r your mouth
crowds
l-balanced meals
oid alcohol
fitamin C
:k people
Chris Gabel/Progress
There are many helpful hints lo help prvenl people prevent getting sick Here is a list ol the top 10 tips
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Greek Night

M

EKU vs. SE Missouri
Thursday, February 1 7th
Women 5:30 PM
Men 7:30 PM

♦ rU

EKU vs. Eastern Illinois
Saturday. February 1 9th
Women 5:30 PM
Men 7:30 PM
u

rtas
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READERS: Access to info invades students' privacy
From I'iige Al

Maroe McDowell Progress

Spring fever
Nate Valenti. a freshman history education maior. tosses a
baseball Tuesday afternoon near Palmer Hall Many students
enpyed Tuesday's warm weather by heading outdoors.

HOUSING: Academic-year
hall open during breaks
From Page Al*

>>i the WILL program.
The academic-year hall will
allow students to sta> tin-campus through the i>iv,ik^ anil
will continue to be staffed _'l
hours a day at a higher rental
tec to tin- residents.
(>ther than thf addition of
an academic-year hall, housing is looking to begin an
academic-year lease
I astern i^ the only university in Kentucky operating on
.1 semester-by-semester lease.
Middleton said.
"When you are trying to
generate trends or plan a
budget it'* virtually impos
sible," Middleton said ol the

current system.
She added housing is look
ing into an opt-out plan that
would allow students to ter-

minate their lease early.
"We don't want a year-long
lease to hinder Students."
Middleton said

Housing maj also change
its requirements determining which students must live
on campus from a minimum
of 60 hour- lo a minimum of
lour academic semesters.
Middleton said the policy
change may on the surface
seem more of an infringement, but it will really help
those -indents who are reaching lour semester- before
the) reach 60 hours
The policy of allowing student- who are 21 years of aj;e
or older lo live oil campus
will stay the same. Middleton
said.
Reach Tracy at
trarv Haney5 Seku.edu

Free (.it I

caiyiol pull up (the information)." -aid James Conneely,
\ ice president of Student
Affairs, during the sdA Senate
meeting.
1 support what iMi\
is) trying to do." Conneely
-aid "
Vve are all working
together lor the best intercsi of (I'aslern)
We want
this (resolution) to be a good,
cooperative effort "
I'. i ittany Mink, a lush
. man sociology major living in
l a-.' Hall, did not know the
proximit) card reader- logged
information about whenever a
student enters hi- or her residence hall using .in II) card
"I kind of think it i- an invasion of privacy, to be honest,
because tit is able) to track
students every time (they)
enter their buildings," Mink
said. "It's stupid I'hoy'ie acting like we're little kid- when
we're (considered) adult-"
She -aid -he feels the university should -et up restrictions on who i> able to access
the information obtained from
proximity card readers.
Tifer's curiosity ami pn ^ i
on- experience with similar
software sparked the creation
ol the resolution.
"I used lo work in loss
prevention for a department
store, and so I am familiar with
access control systems." Fifer
said "I cue—ed that the -oft
ware (behind the proximity
card readers) probably kept
an electronic log ol when students entered their dorms."
Kanda I ovins, a -ophomore

ii

tion.

I support what (SGA is) trying to
do ... We are all working together
for the best interest of (Eastern)
. .. We want this (resolution) to be
a good, cooperative effort.
—James Conneely

»
forensic biology pre-piedicine major living in Hurnam.
doesn't think the information
is an invasion of privacy.
I think (the information
gained from card readers)
would be very useful if some
thing happened to someone
and they were missing, then
they would have a record."
I ovin- said.
A few students coming to
Filer with their privacy concerns also played a role in the
creation ol the resolution,
They fell like the card
readers in and of themselves
were an intrusion ol privacy."
Filer said.
When thinking about the
possible abuse of information
obtained from card readers,
he thought if would be smart
"to have some policies in place
lo govern who can access that
information and how it can be
used in the university — mainly judicial proceedings was my
concern." Filer said.
During talks with housing

o

s

M

i

From Page Al
FKI'," Boyd-Kennedy said.
\ikki I tenson, a freshman
occupational tin rap> major
from Casey County and a
NOVA student, was a participant in Upward Bound her
junior and senior years of high
school and spent both summer- al Eastern.
She -aid one ol the reasons
-he chose Eastern is because
of her familiarity with the university.
"(Upward Bound) prepares
you (or college," Denson said.
"It just makes things a whole
lot easier ... I don't understand
why (Bush) would want to cut
it "'
Assistant Director of Nova.

Jane Tinsley, said she doesn't
agree with the $4I>0 million
binding cuts to the TRIO program because both Educational
Talent Search and Upward
Bound have been successful
for the past Id years.
"Why take a proven, effective program thai has been
in place since the '(ids and do
away with it to create new programs thai will be more expensive!'" Tinsley asked.
She said file cuts are
"attacking services to lower
income populations" and it is
important supporters of TRIO
fight lo keep t'uitfiiiiK for the
program.
Kentucky will celebrate

...
■

Progress,
Housing "is not trying to be
Big Brother." Middleton said
Sometimes, there are emergencies in which a family
needs to contact a student but
is unable to.
With the card-reader, housing will be able lo tell a family
if a student has entered his or
her residence hall recently.
Helen Grace Kyan. assistant director of University
Housing, was contacted about
the proximity card resolution,
but would not comment.
"I think the concept (of
card readers) is a good one,
very virtuous, and all (housing) wants to do is to make us
safer," Fifer said. "I support
any reasonable steps to make
the campus safer."
Reach Megan al
megan Junes l2'.Ui.eku.edu

National TRIO Day on March 8

at the state capitol in Frankfort.

Just a note
National TRIO Day will be celebrated in Kentucky
on March 8 in Frankfort. There will be a tour of the
Kentucky History Museum and a rally at the capitol.

There will be a tour of the
Kentucky History Museum
and a rally to gather support
for Kducational Talent Search
and Upward Bound. Students
involved with TRIO will give
Fletcher is also scheduled lo
speak.

Reach Tracy at
tracyJianeySffieku. edu

Goto
news tip?

Wednesday nights at 7:30 p.m.
tune to channel 76 on campus

Call Kasey.
622-1882

worry, you can tune In for the
repeats on Friday and Monday,
at 7:30 p.m.

Spend too much money on
Valentine's Day?
We have $1.25 beers
Everyday - All day!

"It's a day to recognize
all these programs." BoydKennedy said. "It is a celebration of those programs and the
accomplishment of those students."

testimonials and Gov. Ernie

Can't catch it Wednesday? Don't

Carnage Gate Shopping Center • 839 Eastern By-Pass • Richmond
Mon-Sat 10 am-7pm • 859-624-9825

....

and a lew resident hall coordinators around campus, he
Confirmed that no policies
exisi addressing the use ol the
information gained from proximity card readers,
"I wrote a resolution in
Senate asking policies be
developed by Student Judicial
Affairs, and (to) net Student
Judicial Affairs to return those
policies lo (S<I.\I for endorsement," lifer said, ". . . Just
to make sure that everyone
was working together and to
ensure everyone's needs were
met. so thi' university could
feel like they were making the
dorms safer, and the students
could feel like their privacy
was not intruded upon."
Fifer said he feels -tu
dent government should be a
bridKe between students and
administration.
His intention with the
resolution is not to tell honing how to do its job. rather
to fulfill student government's
duties to the student popula-

Filer doesn't think the -stem was installed to spy on
-Indents, but he believes the
system could have the potential for abuse without policies
in place.
Kcnna Middleton. director
of University Housing, was
unavailable lor comment, but
she addressed the issue in
an Oct. 21, 2004 issue ol lb.

TRIO: Kentucky to celebrate TRIO program March 8

LIVE from Studio B
<r.

compel specific action."

Vice president of Student Affairs

Check Out
Eastern's Talk Show
fTlERLE nORITlfin

"... I think there are times
when student government
needs to fulfill its obligation
to advocate on behalf of students when they feel like their
needs are not being met." liter
-aid "And this was an instance
where I really felt it was necessary to prepare a resolution to

West Main Pentistry
' Emergency
Treatments
Tooth Whitening
Fillings

„

, ,,

12011 West Mai. St.
Ilocated doM lo Arlington noil I
(all to flier va voor .tppointnirnt
.
623-1700

• Root Canals
• Extractions
. Cleaning
and other general dental needs

t ivcr ss year*. <>| .omhincil denial tfxncrttfnc

Dr. Felix Johnson D.M.D.
Dr. Lee Simpson D.M.D.
Dr. Ed Brents D.M.S.

kicpt inii-i dental insurance
AiLCptft

USE US!
I Let us help you
►/ reach the EKU
/ community. Call
/ Adam or Gina for
your advertising needs.

622-1881
Adam Saxer ad manager

Shepherd $SUZUKI&

NAPA Service Center
OPEN: MON-FRI
7:30 AM-5:30 PM
SAT 8:00 AM-1.00 PM
• TIRES
• MUFFLERS
•OIL CHANGES
• MECHANICAL
REPAIRS
• AIR CONDITIONER
•TRANSMISSIONS

1AJA

MPAr
AUTOCARE

CEMIR
• BRAKES
• ALIGNMENTS
• COMPUTER BALANCING
•ALL PARTS & LABOR
ARE WARRENTED
6 MONTHS/6,000 MILES

859-624-5500
10% DISCOUNT TO ALL STUDENTS AND STAFF
OF EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY

Gina Portwood business manager

290 EKU Bypass - Richmond. KY 40475
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A DAY IN THE LIFE OF A SHUTTLE BUS DRIVER

Driver describes
job as Vacation'
BY MEGAN JANICKE

Stafl wnter
Who comes to the aid of
Eastern students stranded on
the fringes of university civilization at the Stratton Building?
Who offers students living
in Walters, Keene or Telford
halls a warm.- dry ride to and
from class everyday?
Who rolls up to rescue rednosed students who are waiting in the cold outside of the
Wallace or Keen Johnson buildings?
David l.ee. a shuttle bus
driver, that's who.
Lee has been a shuttle bus
driver at Eastern for two years.
His previous jobs include sales.
running a business in Irvine
with his wife and farming. Lee
says that his family is "an EKU
family."
At one point he, his wife
and four children all went to
Eastern at the same time. Lee
graduated in 1995 with a major
in geography and a minor in
business and tourism.

Marcie McDowell/Progress
Oavid Lee has been a shuttle bus driver at Eastern tor two years.
He is one ot three drivers who transport students on campus

"I guess driving a bus kind
ot fits," lir said
After graduating Lee had
a job lined up at an insurance
company and had even se< It
his new office before, at file
last minute, he changed his

mind.
"I've done what I had to do.
now I'm doing what I want to
do." he said
With the kids out of the
house, Lee didn't sec the point
in being stuck in an office all
day working the typical 9 to 5
Lee originally took a job as a
shuttle bus driver as a tempo
rary job, but now he said "driving a bus is like a vacation."
Lee drives I<>-1_' miles each
day. picking up 30-40 students.
"There used to hi' more,
but now most students seem to
want to fight parking." he said
However, more students hitch
a ride in the rain and cold. "Bad
weather is great lor business."
Lee said.
He makes his rounds to the
Stratton Building, Keene Hall.
Keen Johnson. Telford Hall.

Wail, i- Hal! and the Wallace
Building eight lime* daily,
(in Mondays. Wednesdays
and Iridays, l.i-i- gii- a lunch
break HOWCV«T. '»" I uesdays
and Thursday s !i, musi i ,ii
whenever he can I'his usual
K means a cand> bar or. it ho
is lucky, a lire hoi dog in the

Stratton Building
"Part ot the job is that
between bus rounds you must
do everything els*'." I ee said.
(>n I'rb. in. I ee rode with
fellow shuttle, bus driver. Kay
Ross, I" .luck on another bus
that had broken down and was
in the shop. Unfortunately, the
bus would still not start.
Although Lee said Eastern's
buses do not often break down,
tin > are old and cold weather
is hard on them. The bus Lee
drives is about \H years old and
has more than 100.000 miles.
"Due to budget constraints
we can't have new buses," Lee
said
In addition to shuttling students around campus. Lee also
drives for Eastern's athletic
teams on the weekends.
Although Lee said he occasionally gets tired ot being
away from home, traveling on
the university's tab can haw its
l>crks.
Hi- spun the three da)s
before Christmas in sunny

Savannah. Cu ..ml < raiwesville.
I la with a group ol I a--!, nialhleti Ah wile ti II- mi thai I am
not working. I ain having a
good lime, h.- -..id "I u.i- liavgood linn-, bin I'm not
tilling her thai."
After returning in . ;nnpufrum tin- auto i' pair shop. I ei
make- In- last round ,.| llli
day, W lull I n -.ml In '..i- -r\
eral riders al i ach slop in ihe
middle ol the dav, In- firsl and
la-i -top- .in- generally pivtiv
lonely,
" Tin hardesi part.ol ihe job
i- when I have to -it and wait."
1 ii -aid.
I ee almost alwa) - carries
a bonk with hii

! oii

boredom I ately he is reading
a book about tin- Israeli arm\
called "l'he Sword and tinOlive"
"I'm a history bull so I
almost always read history
books.'' In- said.
As the la-t tew students are
dropped oil. a day in the life ot
a shuiile bus driver comes to
an end.
"l'he -Indent- ale the be-l
part of it." lee -aid "Tell everyone to ride the bus. I need the

company."
Reach Megan<it
progress@eku edt

Eastern to host statewide ethics conference in November
Clipson and current Students
Rights Co-Chair Ben Jager
attended Ihe West Point conference along with West Point
graduate and current Deputy
Superintendent of Madison
County schools. Kevin Hub.
EthiCS is not something
many people think about.
Jager said.
However, ethical concerns
are evident everywhere.
lie said, including the most
recent campus-wide debate on
tree speech.
l'he November 2005 conference will focus primarily on

TWO-DAY EVENT TO ATTRA( I

22

KENTUCKY COLLEGES

BY TEHBI EYFFE

22 other universities and colleges in Kentucky.
The idea for the conference came after the United
States Military Academy invited Eastern to participate with
lit) other institutions in the
annual National Conference
on ethics held at West Point
in November of last year
Two Eastern students. SGA

Staff writer
As part of Eastern's ongoing effort to provide cam
pus-wide awareness of ethics. Eastern will host its first
statewide Ethics Conference
on Nov. :i-l at the Perkins
Building.
Conference on Ethics will
spall two days and will include

Appropriations Chair Katy

Got a news tip? Call Kasey at 622-1881

a national and regional look
at academic integrity and will
leach attendees how to directly relate ethical concerns
spoken of in the classroom
to successful scenarios in the
workplace
The first day of the conference will feature a look at
Eastern's own academic integrity policies.
The second day will shift
locus from "theoretical to
the practical" by having students interact with CEOs in
small group settings, said
Judy Spain, associate pro-

II •

fessor in tin- Department of
Management.
Hie overall aim of the twoday conference is lo "educate.
train and inspire students
concerning ethical principles,
both in academic and business (settings);" said Betsy
Bohannon. associate director
of student judicial affairs.
Those involved With Ihe

conference, in addition to
Bohannon. Spain and Hub.
are members of Eastern's
Academic Integrity Committee
and the Richmond Chamber

In an effort lo provide
more individual interaction
between c I.(is and students,
only two students will be
selected to represent Eastern
ai ilu conference.
The two students will be
selected by ihe Student
Government Association pres
idenl.
Any student interested in
attending may contact SGA
at 622-1724 lor more information,
Reach Tim <it

progress"i kit , du

ot Commerce;

UK
CHA HEALTH

B0N€S

UKHealthCare
HKkM.IH.r.MM-'K

MADISON INDOOR

YOUTH SPORTS INSTRUCTOR

T ■ -Mobile-

899-625-1320 (phone)
85Vft:5-13K3(fax)
chrisG madisbnindixncom
1136 Richmond Green Ct.
Richmond. KY 40475
w w w niudisonindix>r.com

DESCRIPTION

The Lit' Kicker*, program i- in -circhol highh qualified individuals to share Iheir
talents with Ihe children in our classes lal' Kickers is a child development program
based aiound ihe game ol SOCCCI The lal' Kickers InflnictOI will lead small groups
of children (flora age 18 months k>9 >ears old 1 through a series ol games and
activities that help promote a child's physical and SOGit] gioulh.

JUST OFF EKU
CAMPUS NEXT TO BP

In Concert at Slngletarv Centsr for the Arts
University of Kentucky
Febraryn.2005 at 8:00 PM
Tickets ON SALE NOW
$22-517

Work up to I5his per week

For Tickets, Contact the Singletary Center Ticket Office at
257-4929 or online at www uky.edu/scfa.

Classes arc lvpu'ullv weekdav mornings and
afternoons, and Saturday mornings
Teaching wages begin at SK.tm/hour

II you like Ahiuin Brother* Band, Widespread Panic. <»/</ Plush.
you'll love Moc.

Inslruciors can cam up \ 12/huttf,
Training in teaching and child development

■sproMdcdandongorng

859-893-1065
298 S. Second St.

Affordable
Classifieds
Call
622-1881

&\

MadS<>H h.doOf

Start Date: Now hiring

QUALIFICATIONS
• The qualified indiv iduul will be energetic, creative, and pulicnt.
• Experience working with children under the age ol 4 years old is highly regarded
• I year commitment lo the program is preferred.
Arc you energetic and enthusiastic'.' Arc you a self motivated indiv idual that loves working with
young children'.1 Arc you readv to be pan of a team of coaches thai is dedicated lo making a
positive difference in the lives of young people? If so, please consider the til' Kickers programApplj

IIKlas"

Live
Music
Fri.
&

ONE
ONE

Sat.

P?AD»YW^

The Great
Guinness Toast
Friday
18 Feb 05

'"?(?/* m *i<u'tt*f tmwti u+(«<

".',Wot/ty •«-«<<emd 9ui-.<xr«S

GUITAR & SOUND
GRAND OPENING
February 14-26, 2005
Quality new and used guitars, basses, PA equpment
and accessories
Guitar and bass lessons.
On site professional instrument repair and service by
Bob Davenport
Register in the store to win an acoustic guitar and other cool gear.
Argyll Proper next to Casa Fiesta
859-623-1348

Mon - Fri:. 10 am - 6 pm
Sat: 9 am - 5 pm

br Junes Ovrrbec
To*»t<*l0:.t0pm

MIMIC

Open Mil Mon.

RA Appreciation Week

An RA is..
consideRAte, extRAordinary, honoRAble, cRAzy,
bRAiny, cultuRAlly diverse, RAtional, tRAined-foreverything, comRAde, outRAgeously funny, progRAmming whiz, pRActical, above aveRAge, toleRAnt, bRAve,
tRAditionally great, extRAvagant, exubeRAnt, RAzor
sharp wit, RAther dRAmatic, RAdical, tRAilblazing
i
individual!
University Housing would like to thank
all of our 120 RAs for their hard work.
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Tracy Haney, editor

► News

Cutting college access

O:

K, boys and girls. It's time
to test your knowledge of
what's going on at Eastern.
If you don't know the answers,
don't worry. Just go to
www.easternprogress.com and
you can cheat.

tBush has proposed
cuts to what two
programs?
a) Educational Talent
Search and Upward Bound
b) Eastern Dance Theater and
Dancin' Diamond Divas
c) NOVA and the athletics
program

^k
v
m

What campus
building(s) may be
smoke free by

^^ 2006?

a| Student Services Building
b) Residence Halls
c) Powell Building

^_Mike Hesse's public
W
relations campaigns
w
class will help to
^^
get the word out
across campus about:
a) National TRIO Day

b) RA Week
c) SACS
Jason Lee/Progress

TRIO programs important to Eastern
By proposing to eliminate funding for two of the five TRIO

and Upward Bound will help relieve the nations deficit, but in

programs, President George W. Hush is cutting the lifeline of

actuality, it will only decrease the number of productive tax-

those who struggle to make it to and succeed in college.

paying college graduates in the United States.

The Educational Talent Search and Upward Bound pro-

IRK) is of particular importance to Kastern because the

grams target students of families with incomes under s24.(MHi

university targets students from an area of the state known to

and whose parents did not graduate college.

fit the demographic requirements of TRIO.

A lot of these students don't see higher education in their

Because of this, Eastern should throw its support behind

future, but the TRIO program helps them realize it is possible

the programs and help with the nationwide efforts to keep

to succeed despite disadvantaged backgrounds.

Educational Talent Search and Upward Bound a part of TRIO,

Without people like those involved with TRIO to encourage these students to seek a postsecondary degree, they may
never make it to college, let alone graduate.

Marcie McDowell/Progress

40 years ago.
Cuts in the budget are important to get our nation's budget

Bush may think, putting an end to Educational Talent Search

What is this?

a program that has been building success since its inception

out of the red, but hasn't higher education suffered enough?

% a) Chicken pot pies
b) Bowls for the Empty Bowls
charity lunch
c) Hundreds of doggie bowls

► Campus Comments
Many students on campus are getting stomach viruses and colds. The Studio editor Brittney Haynes asked students what they do to keep from getting sick.
TEE
LACOVTTCH

COMMODORE

I take vitamins.
work out and eat
healthy.
Hometown:

1 do what my
mom told me,
keep my chest
covered up.
Hometown:
MaysvWe
Major Sports
management
Year. Junior

Edgewood
Major Criminal

justice
Year Sophomore

I overdose on
vitamin C.

Hometown:
DanvMe
Major Paralegal
science
Year Senior

► How to reach us
Phone: 18591 622-1881 I

To place an ad

News
Kasey Doyle, 622-1872

Display
Adam Baker, 622-18*81

Accent
Stephanie Schell, 622-1882
Around&About
Carrie Harris, 622-1882
Who's That?
Kelly McKinney, 622-1882
Sports
Todd Purvis, 622-1872
The Studio
Brittney Haynes, 622-1882

Classified/Subscriptions
Gina Portwood, 622-1881
To suggest a photo or
order a reprint
Marcie McDowell, 622-1578
To subscribe
Subscriptions are available
by mail at a cost of $1 per
issue; $20 per semester;
or $38 per year payable in
advance.

Indianapolis
Major Public
fWRKMM

Year Junior

"PI 1 he hastern

E-Mail: proqressi^eku edu I Fax: 1859) 622-2354

To report a story or idea

I try to get as
much sleep as
possible, work out
and drink a lot of
water.

My turn & letters policy
The Progress welcomes submissions for My Turn columns by Eastern's students, staff, faculty or anyone in the
community interested in voicing an opinion.
My Turn columns should relate to a current topic on
campus or in the community and not be longer than 1,000
words.
Authors can bring their columns to The Progress office
at 117 Donovan Annex by noon the Monday before publication. Usually the author's photograph is included with the
column.
Columns may be saved on disk as RTF or text-onh/ files.
C olumns and letters to the editor may also be e-mailed to
The Progress at pronress@eku.edu or faxed to the office at
(859) 622-ZirA.
The Progress does not print anonymous columns or letters. Please include a phone number and address for verification purposes only, not for publication.
The editor of The Progress reserves the right to edit columns and letters for length.

Progress
www.easternprogress.com
117 Donovan Annex, Eastern Kentucky University, Richmond, Ky. -i()47.,>
Tracy Haney
Editor
Megan Hansen
Managing Editor
Jason I.ee
Staff artist
The Eastern Progress (ISSN 1081 -8324) is a member ol the Associated
Collegiate Press. Kentucky Intercollegiate Press Association and College
Newspaper Business & Advertising Managers. Inc. The Progress is published every Thursday during the school year, with the exception of vacation and examination periods. Any false or misleading advertising should
be reported to Adviser/General Manager. Liz Hansen at (859) 622-1143.
Opinions expressed herein are those of student editors or other signed
writers and do not necessarily represent the views of the university
Student editors also decide the news and informational content.
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Professors have different personalities
FfJ
4

My Turn
Courtney
Daniel

1 think it starts in high
school. You begin to realize
that a teacher is more than a
figure at the front of the class
with chalky hands and a ruler.
liny have different personalities and teni|M-raments.
In college I think who a
professor is begins to show
through as well. As a secondsemester freshman. I have
encountered a couple different
types of professors; below is a
brief description of what I have
found.
The perfect professor"
As much as we students
hope for the perfect professor, their existence has never
been proven. Rumors have
been passed from generation to

generation and college Student
to college student everywhere
However, one has never actually been spotted. Only traces
of their presence have been
found in excelling students.
The 'I was brilliant in my
own time' professor"
They were the rocket scientists and brain surgeons of
their generation. Their l(}s arcprobably higher than everyone's in the classroom combined. Sounds great, right?
Wrong. With their immeasurable knowledge, they cannot
comprehend that some people
do not use words like 'surreptitious' or 'antidisestablishnun
tarianism' in their everyday
dialog. Because of this communication gap, information is
often lost from their brains to
their students'.
How to survive their class?
Bring a dictionary.
The 'I'm funny' (not really)
professor"
Everyone has encountered
this type of professor. Their
lectures are always heavily pep-

pered with corny jokes about
anything and everything. Kach
juke is followed by an awkward
silence and a forced laugh from
the class in fear of being spotted as the only one without a
smile on their face and that
their lace will be remembered
when grades are put in the
books.
How to make it through
their class? Visit www.lame-

jokes.com to brush up.
The 'I'm your buddy'
professor"
(Not to be confused with the
I'm young enough to be your
buddy' professor.)
Iliis type has spent countless hours in 'feel good' seminars about how to relate to
their students. How to Relate
to Young Adults in the 2(Hh
Century' sits on their desk with
highlighted passages and book
marks all through it. They give
you their office number, home
number, fax number, pager, cell
and home address. Iliey claim
the line is always open, but
more than likely they go to
sleep around 8::5<) p.m.

How to get through their
class? Learn the value of a

hug.
The 'I'm young enough to
be your buddy' professor"
You've all encountered this
type. They wear the hippest
clothes, and they come into
class humming SO Cent's newest song. They use phrases
such as "hey man" and "sup
dude." They rarely assign
homework because they an'
normally out later than the students they are teaching.
How to get through class
with a teacher like this? Relax
and invite them to your party
ITiursday night.
The 'I'm unique' professor"
You can spot these right off
the bat. Their wardrobes usually consist of brightly colored
pipe cleaners for shoelaces and
at least three Irish kilts. They
randomly profess a fear of farm
animals and unexpectedly proclaim the last time they went to
the bathroom. They do a good
job of keeping the student's
attention, but their clothes and

crazy antics do a good job of
distracting them from actual
class work.
How to gel through their
class? Invest in some pipe
cleaners
The 'I'm Bitter about my
life' professor"
We've all had one of these
in class. All lectures eventually
drift to the subject of divorce
or crazy in-laws. A discussion
about American Democracy
ends up in a painful life story.
You enter the class with high
spirits (well, high for 8:<X) a.m.)
and leave with a grim outlook
on life where the sun is eaten
by a black hole.
How to get through their
class? See a doctor about getlinn a prescription for Paxil.
The 'My grading scale
starts with a 'D' professor"
This is the professor whose
syllabus is Z\ pages long with
a reading list that would blow
your mind. There are more
assignment due dates than
there are days in the semester and the term group work'

doesn't exist in their vocabulary. The only curve that exists
is the loop that the tests throw
you for and you'd think your
paper and been dipped in red
ink when you gel it back.
How to get through their
class? Well... you don't.
These are just a few condensed categories I have found
that most professors fall into. I
didn't even get started on the 'I
used to be in the military prolessor' or the "I don't care what
you make. I'm going to curve it
anyway' professor."
So when you start new classes next serrtester, use this as a
guide to identify what kind of
professor you are dealing with.
Then decide what would be the
best approach to use with that
particular professor. Maybe
by using this method you can
make it through the semester
with as much grace and dignity
as possible.
Courtney is a freshman
journalism major from Corbin.
She is a sports writer for The
Progress.

► letters to the editor

Alumna addresses letter Sorority prez
responds to
accusations
Upon graduating from
Eastern Kentucky University
I said "good bye" to my sorority. Kappa Delta Tau. I see the
women now only during homecoming or if I pass one of them
on the way to a graduate class
or in Wal-Mart. However, one
fact still remains that KDT has
always had a strenuous recruitment/membership process.
The goal of KDT was to provide Richmond. Eastern and
the state of Kentucky with likeminded, service-oriented individuals. I can say from my own
experiences with my sisters,
sometimes no matter how well
you think you know someone,
there is always something you
did not know about one of your
sisters. Sometimes your credibility can be shot by someone
recommending a person with
less-than-stellar credentials.
When
reading
Ms.
McCarthy's description of a

sister's behavior, I was disappointed to say the least. Yes, it
is true that the sisters should
conduct themselves with more
decorum and restraint than this
sister obviously showed. It's
also important to remember
that everyone has a Bad day.
Ms. McCarthy herself admitted
that this incident occurred at a
Midnight Pancake Breakfast:
how many times late at night
have you thought. "I am not
going to do that! I just won't!
Let someone else deal with!" I
am sure these thoughts have
run through your head at least
once.
In a lot of situations, lack of
preparation on the part of all
parties involved in a service
project can lead to stressful
situations.
In some instances, it is hard
to know where your duties end
and another person's duties
begin. We all know for a fact at

Eastern is not the most organized place in the world. How
many alums remember the
beginning of the year shuffle
between Coates. Jones, Coates.
Keen Johnson, the bookstore.
Coates and wherever else
they could shuffle you off to?
Frustration happens!!
While being frustrated does
not excuse the behavior of one
of the sisters it makes it a little
easier to understand.
As for Ms.. McCarthy's comments that alluded to possible
racism or prejudice. I feel very
little need to dignify these comments with an answer.
As I have said previously,
frustration will make people act
in unbecoming ways; the color
of a person's skin was never an
issue.
KDT has a wide and varied
past, and each sister's background and heritage is different. As for a parents perspec-

live, I think they would see this
incident for what it was - a lack
of self control. Normal people
do not base their entire opinion
on one episode nor do they
immediately make the accusation of prejudice. My mom's
opinion on my involvement
with KDT was, "At least she is
involved with her campus."
If KDT could take every
sendee-minded individual that
came to rush they would. Every
year KDT turns away lots of
great ladies. Sometimes it takes
multiple rushes for a person to
become a member of KDT - I
know from experience. First
impressions as Ms.. McCarthy
pointed out are very important,
but anyone can overcome a
bad first impression. However,
a sour disposition can never be
changed.
Heather Briana Norris,
Alumna

Campus police 'expect Professor
respect,' support for job commends
Glasser for
As an Eastern alumnus and
a part-time instructor at the
university, as well as a safety
researcher and law enforcement officer. I was saddened to
read the comments attributed
to Regent J. T Gilbert in the
Feb. .\ issue of The Progress.
Regent Gilbert's reference
to the university's police department as "Campus Securityindicates either a woeful lack
of knowledge or. more likely, a
deliberate attempt to minimize
and constrain the department's
role to one that down plays law
enforcement in favor of less
assertive activities.
Surely he is aware the university does not have a"Campus
Security* department; it has a
public police department.
The department has essentially the same authority - and
the same responsibilities - as
any other public safety department.
The university supports
internationally known law
enforcement and criminal justice degree programs and plays
host to Kentucky's Department
of Criminal Justice Training. If
law enforcement officers are
respected at any university, it
should be at Eastern.
Unfortunately, while many
university leaders have voiced
support for law enforcement
on various occasions, that support sometimes seems not to
extend to actively supporting

the university's own officers.
It seems that at least some
Eastern leaders still see the
university police not as professional law enforcement officers, but rather as armed security personnel, who should be
more focused on property protection and order maintenance
than on identifying and apprehending criminal offenders.
Comments such as those
made by Regent Gilbert only
support the perception.
Eastern has a perennially
high rate of turnover among its
police officers.
Salaries for the university's
police officers are now more
comparable to those offered
by other agencies in the area
than they were in the past, but
money alone seldom motivates
professional police officers.
Adequate pay is necessary but
not a sufficient requirement to
retain them.
They also expect respect for
their qualifications and abilities as well as support for their
efforts to do the job they have
been trained to do. Officers
who can't find that type of support at Eastern will look elsewhere for it, and the university will find itself continuing to
hire, train and then lose highly
qualified officers.
If the university police
are stretched thin, it is less
because of their participation
in traffic safety checkpoints

than because they are once
again advertising vacancies.
Finally, it is important to
note thai Eastern is not an
island cut off from the cares of
the wider community.
Students, faculty and staff
are victims of drunk and
drugged drivers just as other
members of the community
are, and a few are also contributors to the problem.
To
suggest
Eastern's
responsibility to help protect
the community ends at the
boundaries of the campus is
to deny responsibility for the
impact that the university and
those affiliated with it have
on Richmond and Madison
County.
When other local and state
agencies are cooperating
actively in an effort to address
a serious community safety
issue, the university and its
leaders should be eager partners, especially when, as in this
case, they aren't even paying
the bill.
Being part of a community
means more than taking care of
one's own problems; it means
cooperating with others for the
greater good of the community. I hope that Eastern and
its officers will continue to be
a part of the community, not
apart from it.
Robert McCool.
Instructor

'bold step'
A few weeks ago I wrote
in these pages about the free
speech forum held on Jan. 19.
I both praised and criticized the content of the forum
and issued a challenge to the
university administration to
make the entire campus a free
speech zone, with the limitations described in judicial
decisions.
For this reason, I was very
gratified to read President
Glasser's letter to the university community in which she
reported that she had repealed
the window rule and essentially made the entire campus
a free speech zone.
She also reported that the
administration would work
with campus leaders (including student leaders) to formulate appropriate rules governing speech in personal/public
areas.
As I was somewhat critical
of Glasser and the administration in my previous letter, I
want to commend them for
taking this bold step.
In my way of thinking, this
is the right way to handle this
issue.
Matthew P Winslow.
Associate Professor

Corrections
SEMO Stomp will is tonight from 6 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.
The Touchstone Energy All "A" Classic features schools with enrollments of 425 students or less in the upper three grades.
The Eastern Progress will publish clarifications and corrections as needed on the
Perspective pages.
If you have a correction, please send it to the editor by noon Monday before publication on
Thursday.

The sisters of Kappa Delta
Tau would like to respond to the
allegations printed in a letter to
the Progress last week, regarding behavior of our sorority
members.
Even though KDT was not
responsible for the offensive
comments, we regret the apparent confusion and wish to clear
up the issue by revealing the
whole chain of events.
KDT was asked by the
Student Activities Council to
participate in the Midnight
Breakfast as part of the First
Weekend activities.
Nine members of KDT volunteered to participate as well
as (ireek, non-Greek students
and residents of Richmond.
As the breakfast ended, a
Powell staff member mentioned
to a non-Greek student helper
that the crew in charge of the
last Midnight Breakfast had left
without cleaning up.
The student then called the
SAC administration and confinned that serving duties did
not include clearing up afterward.
Some KDTs stayed anyway,
cleaned tables and later talked
with the same Powell employee
who acknowledged the assis-

U

-

KDT selects
women into our
sorority without
bias regarding
race, class, size,
creed or age.
— Heather Schieman
President, Kappa Delta Tau

»
tance and thanked the girls for
going beyond their duties.
KDT selects girls into our
sorority without bias regarding
race, class, size, creed or age.
We strive to promote a message of acceptance throughout
the Eastern and Richmond community through voluntary service, upholding the principles of
Kindness. Duty, and Truth.
Heather Schieman.
Student
KDT president

Student: Hillbilly
column inaccurate
I am also a former resident of
Belfry and a graduate of Belfry
High School, class of 1995. I
feel the article that was written
about the "hillbilly" stereotype
was inaccurate.
Most of the population of
that area have completed high
school and yes, surprisingly,
even college. My sister, who
graduated with Brandon, is
graduating from the University
of Kentucky this spring with a
bachelor's degree in sociology.
I am going to Eastern pursuing a degree in nursing (I
already have one degree in business accounting ... obviously, I
had the importance of education
stressed to me). My parents are
middle-class, and if people look
down on Brandon for driving a
BMW (an old used one ... the
same old one he was driving in
high school ... 1 know of him),
then I am sure people turn up
their nose at my mother's new
Cadillac CTS.
As for the Hillbilly I lays festival he did not tell the whole
story. The Hillbilly Days Festival

held in Pikeville benefits the
Shriner's Hospitals for sick children, which I find is a very good
cause for maybe poking fun at
what Brandon saw to use as
a topic for an article since he
obviously could not find a sport
to cover.
I am a fan of NASCAR, as are
many people across the country,
and I am sure Wal-Mart's billiondollar business did not make its
fortune in the hills of Eastern
Kentucky.
last time I went home to
visit my parents (who still live
there, and yes, my father works
in a coal mine and makes over
SlOO.tXX) a year), not many people were spitting "backer juice."
wearing camouflage and packing heat going into the local
Wal-mart.
Do us all a favor and please
keep Mr. Roberts strictly to
sports - maybe he should report
that Belfry won the state championship two years in a row.
Melissa White.
Student

Just A Note

It is the policy of The Eastern Progress
to only publish letters to the editor if
names and contact information are provided. Remember to include both when
submitting letters.
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PR class takes on SACS project
ii

BY MEGAN HANSEN
■ lilor

Hie Southern Accreditation
for Colleges and Schools will
be visiting Eastern in L'oo7 in
order to reaffirm Eastern's
accreditation.
Mike Hesse's PUB 490 class.
a public relations, campaigns
class, will help in k'r! the word
mil across campus about SA( s
"My class' client is fhe communication committee <>f the
SACS committee," Hesse said.
Hesse said he was
approached by Renec Everett,
co chair of the public relations
committee of SACS, and Marc
Whill. associate vice president

lor public relations and marketing, about creating a campaign
for Ihe committee to promote
SACS.
"I was asked if I thought my
class could do la campaign for
SACS)." Hesse said.
Hesse said he reiterated to
Whitt and Everett the people
working on the campaign are
students and the project would
be a learning experience
"One ol the tasks of our
committee is to inform faculty, staff and students about
SACS." Whitt said. "We were
also thinking of creative ways
to bring students in to learn
about SACS."
There were several reasons
Hesse decided to let his class

do the campaign lor SACS.
"I looked at the requirements for what the committee

do 1 look at the content. I look
at how it is written. l"he writing
has to be near perfect"
Ihe committee will then
choose one program to implement to promote SACS.
Hes.se said he expects the
programs and presentations to
be professional.
"I assume these students arc
serious about (public relations)
since they are seniors." he said.
"Their work has to be professional. I don't treat them like
kids. I treat them like professionals."
All the nmups in class will
be creating their programs
from the same set of data.
Hesse said he encourages the
groups to share ideas but to
realize when they present their
programs, it will be competitive.
"The students will have to
be able to articulate their ideas
during the presentation." he
said. "In reality, the client will
base a lot of its judgment on
how well they present and articulate their ideas. You can have
the best ideas in the world, but
if you can't articulate them, it
doesn't matter."
Whitt said he is extremely
pleased with the quality of the
class' work so far.
"We're quite happy with
their work." Whitt said. "This
is a great op|x>rtunity for these
students."

No one knows anything about
SACS. I'm amazed (SACS) hasn't
been brought to attention more.
— Michelle Sedgwick
Public relations student

77
wanted and it was manageable,"
Hesse said "Also the access to
data about our target audience
is pretty easy to obtain "
Hesse's class is split into
four teams, each working to
create a public relations campaign lor the client
The first step ot the cam
paign was to gather back
ground on the client. Hesse
--aid.
There were lit different
attributes the students had to
gather about s.-U s. including
how it is organized and its history.
The project has taken a lot of
time, said Michelle Sedgwick. a
senior public relations major
from Lexington, who is in
Hesse's class.
ITle second sta^c in creating
the campaign was to research
the target audience to deter
mine the level of knowledge
and comprehension on what
SACS is trying to promote.

Hesse said.
"No one knows anything
about SACS." Sedgwick said.
"I'm amazed (SACS) hasn't
been brought to attention

more."
However. Hesse said the
class in general thinks there is
a certain level ol understanding
about SACS and the next step
will be to measure the level of

comprehension.
"Ihe students will have to

design a program to promote
awareness, knowledge and
exposure of SACS." Hesse said.
"The program, to reach the target audience, will be based oir
i esearch. which is essential."
At the end of the semester,
each group will present its program to the public relations
committee as well as produce
a 40-50 page ri-iM>rt on the findings of the project.
"A copy ol the report will
go to the client and I will gel
a copy." Hesse said. "Not only

News writer
A University Housing committee, made up of professional
staff and students who work in
the office, has named the week
of Feb. I4-Feb. IS as Resident
Assistant Appreciation Week.
Ihe purpose nl KA Week
is "to recognize all the hard
work, time and dedication that
goes into being an RA," said
Helen (.race
Ryan, associate director of
academic initiatives. "It is definitely one of the most difficult
jobs mi campus."
first semester RA Matthew
Cox ol Keene Hall said his job
is somewhat like baby-sitting.
"You have quiet nights and
thin you have insane nights."
Cox said. "You just got to ke£p
everybody quiet and make

sure they are following the
rules."
Ryan said. "I wish I could
say that we thought of it. but
it is something done at many
other schools during the spring
semester."
Even colleges in other
states such as Lee University
in Tennessee. ()uinnipiac
University in Connecticut and
Hinman College in New York
set aside a week in lilt- spring
for ihe residents, residence
hall coordinators and the In HIS
ing stall to s,i\ thank you to the
RAs who work in the residence
halls on campus.
Several thank you activities have been planned for the
week. All of the KHCs created
and displayed signs and banners in thi' residence halls to
show their KA appreciation.
RAs also received thank you

Big Hill Barber Shop

S2 0H
Haircut

447 Big Hill Ave
Richmond. KY 40475

Christa Borders, a junior communications disorders maior.
searches for children's books at the 2005 Spring Scholastic
Book Fair in the Crabbe Library on Tuesday.

cards from housing and participated in staff activities during
individual hall staff meetings.
"I cooked them fajita's last
night." said Watende Johnson.
Todd Hall's Residence Hall
Coordinator.
Some RAs are unaware of
the week's activities.
""ITlis is all new to me." Cox
said. "Keene is like its own little world."
Ryan said, although it is
not in direct connection with
RA Appreciation Week, a Staff
Appreciation banquet will be
held later in Ihe spring. During
this time all the RAs on campus will be formally recognized
in front of friends and family.
"I'm thrilled." said Dan
Cox . a Todd Hall RA. "It's
a time where all the RAs can
get together and have a good
time "

"Awards will be given out
to RAs who have gone above
and beyond in terms of programming and meeting the
needs of their residents, academic achievement and service throughout the academic
year will be recognized." Ryan
said via e-mail.
"It's an all encompassing
job." Dan Cox said, "but it's
a good step in preparing lor
the real world by balancing
work with office lime, and the
responsibilities you have to git
done.
"While you can never thank
the students who do this job
enough, we are hoping to at
least remind them how much
they are appreciated," Ryan
said via e-mail.
Reach Havanna at
havanna hagansfieku.edu

SGA coordinates trip
to Morehead game
BY KASEY DOYLE
News editor
The Student Government
Association and EKU Athletics
are giving students a chance
to attend the Colonels' basket
ball game at Morehead State
University on Tuesday.
For S"> students can purchase a ticket to ihe game.
Hie ticket includes transportation to and from the game in
Morehead. pizza and drinks
after the game, and a Maroon
Madness T-shirt.
S(iA President l.ance
Melching said there are only
4(1 tickets available. Tickets
went on sale Wednesday, but
Melching said they would
remain on sale until they are
gone.

Take bypass to O'Charley's. then
take left onto Boggs Lane.
Go to the end of the street.
Shop is across from Bank One

Enjoy your
smoke free around our

THE BOTANY BAY
Cool Stuff for Cool People!

SH) I'll rot
Card
Readings

We have Salvia Divinorum
• Body Jewelry •Incense*
Smoking Accessories

Porter Plaza

Just off 1-75 at Exit 87
T-.w^.iri.s- Behind Suzuki on the Bypass

Hours
n-7Mon-Siit

859/623-4367

FIREPLACE
Large
1 Topping

Call
622-1881

$8.oo Per Person
Unlimited Cosmic Howling (Rental Shoes Included)
Best Pajama Contest (Male and Female)
Awesome Drink Specials
Prizes and Giveaways
Live Music By "In erupt" In Champions Sports Bar

Available hxclusivcly For EKU Students And Guests

i ReGissaioNS
I

0D$6.98*!
Domino's
Pizza

Expires 1/27/04

623-0030

•Valid only with EKU ID

"EKU Greek Night"
Pajama Pan
Palana Taps And Palama Bottoms Reomreit
All Bowlers Must Bi 18 rears Ot Age Or Oiler

Reach Kasey at
kasey doyle7\"'eku.edu

Affordable
Classifieds

Bhm "' coupon

m

Students must have a validated 2004-2005 student ID to
be eligible to purchase tickets.
Tickets can only be reserved
with the SS purchase.
'The basketball game at
Morehead is at 7 p.m. Tuesday
The bus will load in front of
Alumni Coliseum at 5:15 p.m.
and depart for Morehead at
.r)::!() p.m.
'The bus will return to
Richmond at approximately II
p.m.
Tickets can be purchased
at the SGA Office on the main
floor ol the Powell Building in
Room 132.
Tor more information,
contact the SGA office at liL'L'1724.

$2 on
Haircut

623-0020

$2 011
Haircut

Book browse

Reach Megan at
megan hansen4deku.edu

Housing honors resident assistants
BY HAVANNA HAGANS

Brooke Rasor/Progress

10PM-2
Thursday, Feb.
For More Information C<
Hie "EKU Greek Night"

Galaxy Center
1025 Amberly Way
624-4444

>M

The Cut & Color Experts

20% Off Services 11
a

Walk-ins Welcome'9
830 Richmond Mall
Richmond KY, 40475

859-624-0066

_]

►Coat your throat

9

Sore, scratchy throat got you
down? Check out The Studio
lor details on the best product
for your personal ailment.
The Studio/B6

Stephanie Schell, editor
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Help with health
Uninsured students can find options on Web sites
I"li«- student must also actively attend
classes lor the ilrsi 31 days after purchasing the insurance to be covered. A PDF ol
eligibility, coverage, privacy policies and
oilier important considerations are avail
able at tin- Web site. Options are available
to add dependants to the coverage.
An example plan ol coverage, according
to www.academkrhealthplans.com/eku, is a
20-year-old graduate or undergraduate student can receive coverage from May 13 to
Aug. _'"i lor siiiii. Different rates apply for
different time periods and ages.
Other institutions like www.studenthealthinsurance.com also have plans for college
students.
Some frequently asked questions and
answers from www.academichealthplans.
com/eku may be useful lor students:
When does the coverage begin?
Some insurance companies give the
option ol purchasing online with a credit
card, and often coverage begins the next
day. With Ihi' health insurance provided
through Eastern, coverage begins at sel
dates and can be purchased lor the entire
year or lor specific semester*.
117K >i does thr mi i raw end?
Equally important, knowing the day
— and sometimes even the specific hour
— that coverage ends can make a great difference.

Are prescriptions paid for?
While most health insurance companies won't pay tor prescriptions completely,
many will offset a portion of the cost. Hear
in mind it frequent prescriptions (birth control. ior example) are needed, a prescription may be required on rare occasions
only.
Are only certain doctors and pharmacies
covered under the health insurance '
Health insurance policies may have
pre-existing contracts with a group of doctors and pharmacies to provide specific
medication and services for a set price. If
this is the case, it's likely the policy-holder
will be required to patronize these places
In hue insurance will cover tin- cost. The
preferred provider at Eastern is the Beech
street corporation (www.beechstreet.com)
for doctors and KXW'est iwwwiAwcsi.com)
for prescriptions.
Is there a specific time frame to file a
claim?
Check to see if the policy purchased
requires claims to be filed within a certain
time limit. If so. mail claims several days
in advance. Academic Health Plus requires
claims in hi- filed within .'in days ol service,
What is the procedure to file a claim '
For the health insurance purchased
through Eastern, the claims form can be
downloaded and mailed. Regardless ol
what provider is used, make certain all
questions are answered completely and
honestly. II one is uncertain about what a
specific field refers to. a health insurance
provider should be contacted.
H7M is covered?
Plans can include only one in (he coverage, but many have the option of adding
dependents Through Academic Health
Plans, dependents include a spouse
and any unmarried children (up to

age 25).

Once these questions are
answered, it's up to the insurance
receiver lo prioritize. Talk with
someone at the insurance provider directly if there are questions about the ix>licy. Parents
an- also a great resource:
they've more than likely purchased insurance before, and
they can also help make sure
the policy is right lor the student.
"It's kind of funny."
Cornwell said, "I'm looking tor
jobs right now with benefits."
When the role of student
is over and it's time to take on
the world, health insurance will
still be a part of life. Finding a job
after college thai provides insurance is ideal, but it is important (or
students to know where to begin to
find the right coverage tor the right
lime ill their life.

Reach Morgan at
progress 9ekn.edu

Know the lingo:
•HMO Area- Health Maintenance Organization
•PPO Area - Preferred Provider Organization
•Preferred Provider - The insurance company
has already negotiated with these doctors and phar-

aaEH

£>>

y$&n~

macies to provide certain services at certain fees.
(An insurance agency may require the use of preferred providers)
•Deductible - A specific amount that must be satislied within a specific time frame before the health
plan will begin making payments on a claim.
•Dependent - Health policies consider a spouse
and all children under the age of L'S to be dependents; additional coverage may be provided for
them. The definition varies from provider to pro-

Photo illustrations by Brooke Rasor/Progress

vider, so be sure lo check when purchasing.
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Empty bowls feed Madison County
BY CARRIE HARRIS
Around&AoOut editor
Inside the ceramics room
of the Jane Campbell Building
are piles and piles of bowls.
Some are waiting to be
glazed, others need to be
fired in [he kiln and most are
packed up in boxes waiting to
be taken to Saint Mark Church
for the Empty Bowls lunch.
The Empty Bowls lunch
is an annual charity event in
which well-known and respected members of the community serve a simple lunch of
soup and bread to residents of
Madison County
Hie lunch takes place from
11 a.m. - 1 p.m. on Feb. 25 at
Si. Mark.
A meal costs $10 and
includes soup, bread, a drink
and the bowl in which the soup
is served. All of the money
made goes to help feed the
hungry in Madison County.
Art professor Joe Molinaro.
who is in charge of the ceramics program, has been hard at
work making bowls for this
event and recruiting his students to do the tame.
He. along with about 20
students and other members
of the art department, began
working on the bowls at the
beginning of the fall semeslit. They are currently getting
ready to do their last firing of
the bowls.
Molinaro said everyone
involved is very passionate
about the project, especially

himself.
Molinaro keeps a list of
names down the side of his
chalkboard of students who
are making bowls and the
amount they pledge to make.
He encourages his students

ii—
I wanted to

Carrie Harris, editor

Habitat project to offer
Spring Break alternative
BY CARRIE HARRIS
Around&About editor

introduce a
project that
doesn't just help
(Eastern), but
helps the
community.
—Joe Molinaro

For some, Spring Break is
a time to let loose, relax in the
sun and not think about anything besides having a good
time.
Tamara Stephens, the

McGregor Hall residence hall

Art professor and potter

J)

to keep giving what they can
by adding to their total whenever they think they can't
make any more bowls.
"I want to put to use their
skills and talents for others."
Molinaro said.
Molinaro became aware of
this project eight years ago
and really liked the concept,
He went to pitch the idea lo
St.. Mark. With the help of
other churches and local potters, they have been making
efforts lo leed ill.1 hungry ever
since
"I wanted to introduce a
project that doesn't just help
(Eastern), but helps the community." Molinaro said. "Too
much of art is done for ourselves "
Every year the potters
decide on the amount of bowls
they want to sell. They have
always been able to sell all of
their bowls in the past so every
year they raise the amount to

be sold.
This year their goal is to
make MOO bowls for the event:

tioo will be made'at Eastern

Marcie McDowell'Progress
Eastern students and community members are busy preparing for
the eighth annual Empty Bowls lunch, which will take place Feb 25.
and local potters will make
21 HI.
The lunch is always a big
success. Molinaro said, and
they have even had to turn
people away in previous years
because they ran out of bowls.
"People line up around the
block for this." Molinaro said.
"It gets really good community

support''
The idea behind the lunch
is symbolic. By having wellknown individuals serve others a humble meal in order to
benefit those less fortunate,
it shows that no one is loo
important to help the needy.
Molinaro said.
This year those servers
include University President
Joanne (ilasser. the Richmond
mayor and ministers of local
churches.
"This is a true collaboration
between university and community," Molinaro said.

Carroll Hale. Eastern's
sculpting professor, made Hif>
bowls lor the event in three
weeks, He said he devotes
so much of his spare time to
the event because he really
believes in the cause
Hi- and Molinaro agree the
best paii about the organization is that all of the money
made goes to the hungry.
"One hundred percent of
what we make goes on and is
used by the needy in Madison
County." Hale said.
"People are more willing
to give this way," Molinaro

added.
Anyone who would like to
volunteer io help during the
lunch can contact Molinaro
at joe.molinaro"ieku.edu (or
more information.

Reach Carrie at
carrie _harris46v eku. edu

coordinator, suggests spend
ing this years Spring Break
helping others by Joining
the Alternative Spring Break
Program.
Tlie ASBP is an opportunity
for students to work on building a house for someone in
need as part of the Habitat for
Humanity organization.
In the past, the group has
traveled out of state lo help
with the Habitat for Humanity
house, but this year they are
working to help a family in

Madison County.
This is the third year
Eastern has offered this program lo Students, and Stephens
said it has been fun and successful each year.
Everyone is encouraged to
till out an application to apply
(or this program, but only eight
or nine students can be chosen, so the selection process is
extremely strict. Stephens said.
Stephens has already had 23
applications turned in and out
of those, she has only chosen
(our.
"It's a three round process
to pick the volunteers. I look
for high quality applicants
with volunteer experience."

Stephens said.
Each applicant will receive
a quantitative score based on
his or her answers to the following questions that appeal
in some form on the applies-

tion: What previous volunteer
experience do you have? Why
would you like to participate
in Alternative Spring Break?
What makes you a good can
didate (or Alternative Spring
lireak?
Background checks are also
used in determining whether
or not someone would be a
worthy candidate.
"Make your application as
detailed as possible in order
to appear as a desirable candidate." Stephens said.
There is a reason behind
being so selective. The volunteers are a financial commitment to the school, and
Stephens said she needs people with a "line enthusiasm (or
volunteering." and who air passionate about this project.
"I want people who feel like
they have io have this volunteer experience or they'll just
die." Stephens said,
lliis year Americorp, another student volunteer group,
and possibly some Habitat for
Humanity recipients, will join
the group to aid in the eon
struction of the house. There
will be Habitat (or Humanity
site supervisors at the location
as well.
The group mainly dors a lot
of painting and hainmer-aiul
nail work on the house.
"By (he end ol tin- week (the
house) is not built, but a considerable amount of work has
been done lo it," Stephens said.
The deadline lo turn in
an application is lib. 23,
For more information contact Stephens at tamara.

stephens@eku.edu.
Reach Carrie at
t arricJiarris-Hi" tku.edu
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English professor keeps sentences, life lively
By KELLY MCKINNEY
Who's ThatiecKloi
When his Honors rhetoric
students entered tin- classroom,
Andrew Harnack was inside
lyiiiK on (he floor.
" These are your sentences;
they're dead." he said. After his
presentation. Harnack jumped
up and gave his class a lesson
on how to write livelier.
"lie's a very enthusiastic
teacher." said Holly Philips! a
student in the class.
Harnack is a professor in the
English department. He's been
at Eastern for almost 30 years.
During thai time, he's helped
bring aboul many changes.
Charlie Sweet, the English
department chair, said Harnack
helped install Ihe University
Writ ins Requirement, and he
started the Mina Shaughnesaj
Conference held at Eastern to
promote Ihe ini|Kirtance i>i writing, particularly first year composition.
"Andy has hen -HI important part til iliis department*
Sweel said.
Harnack was also ihe first
professor at Eastern to leach
an online course. He recently
began teaching all ol his courses online.
"I learn a lot more about my
students in an online course,"
he said. He lias them make a
home page, and some ol their
assignments deal with their
chosen career paths, Harnack
said, lintli of these help him in
gel in know his students.
Students notice Harnack's
personal attention.
"I >r Harnack was quite possibly my favorite professor at
EKI'." said Justin Rogers, an
Eastern alumnus who had
Harnack for Honors rhetoric,

his.l.K.K. Tolkien class and as a
mentor for his senior thesis.
"He's kind almost to a fault
and will do whatever it takes
lo see his students succeed,"

Rogers said.
His colleagues also notice
his accessibility and desire to
help students to the best of his
ability.
"I admire Andys work ethic
and his true love of teaching."
said Hal BJythe, professor in the
English department. "Andy also
works so well with students;
his door is always open and he
works with students tirelessly.
"Andy is just always in his
office." said George Bros!, a
professor in die English department. "He is one of only a handful of EKI' professors who
works in his office and is accessible lo students at least forty
hours a week."
His office is designed to put
Students at ease.
Visitors in Andrew
i larnack's office don't sit across
the desk in one of those hard
chairs — the kind that make
people wonder if it would be
rude lo stand.
They get to sit in a big. comfortable chair on Harnack's side
ol ihe desk.
"I put that chair there so thai
students can be comfortable
when they come in to chat." he

said.
On ihe day he was interviewed. Harnack was al ease,
loo. And he was ready lo talk.
"I ook al all of this," Harnack
said, pulling lour big binders
out of ihe closet. "This is what
you have lo do lo apply — jusl
lo apply — il doesn't mean
you're going to gel il."
Harnack was talking about
applying tor a Foundation
Professorship, which he was

Andrew
Harnack
Loves "flicks"; in the past
two weeks he's been to
the theater to see:
• "Hotel Rwanda"
• "Million Dollar Baby"
• "Sideways"
• "Racing Stripes-

awarded in May 1988.
It's a competitive venture,
he said. The benefits include a
pay raise, the honor and free
(lorn from evaluations. Two
Inundation professors are
selected each year from a faculty of more than 600.
Harnack has written several
books and journal articles.
He's indie Retired Teachers'
Program, meaning he only
leaches one semester a year.
The other semester he s|xnds
writing.
Harnack talked about one
book he co-wrote with Gene
Kleppinger. Software Consultant
for information Technology and
Delivery Services at Eastern.
The book is called "Online:
A Reference Guide for Using
Internet Sources." Ii can be
accessed online al www.bed-

fordstjnardns.com/onlihe.
This book is a good example of ihe kinds of things he
and Kleppinger write about,
Harnack said.Harnack likes
working with the Internet and
with computers;
Ulythc said Harnack is well

Marcie McDowell Progress
Andrew Harnack was named foundation professor in 1998 He's been at Eastern for almost 30 years
known around the English
department lor his computer
skills and is ready lo help others in ihe department with cont

puter problems.
Harnack has main other
skills. He speaks Greek,
Hebrew. I .inn and German.
He's especially interested in
biblical Greek; he wenl lo a
seminar) for four years
He was a Lutheran pastor

before coming lo Eastern lo
leach. Though he's no longer
a pastor, he's siill active in the
church He attends ihe Kirsl
United Methodist Church in
Richmond and loves singing in
llii- choir, he said.
"It's a great church ami
I encourage all students in
come," he said.
Harnack gave up being a
pastor and became a teacher
because lie "likes young |nupli
and thought his gifts were more

in teaching than elsewhere," he
said.
He has five children, including one adopted daughter,
Chelsea who is 12 and attends
Model laboratory School. "She
just brought her math grade
up from a C- lo a B*." Harnack
said, smiling.
He likes in take Chelsea
kayaking and he loves photography.
lb- look a graduate coins,
in black and white photography
from Mary Torlorici, a profes
stir in ihe art department at
Eastern. He said she's a won
derftil teacher.
Harnack wasa photographer
;ii t oneordia Senior College
in Tort Wayne. Ind. where he
earned his bachelor ol arts
degree
Harnack also has a bachelor of divinity degree as well
as a master of divinity degree

In earned at Conconlia
Theological Seminary in
Saint Tunis, a master ol art
degree from the University
"i Southwestern I ouisiana in
lafayette, la., and a doctorate
from Oklahoma State University
in Stillwaler. t )kla.
Harnack lias traveled all
over the I niied States. He joked
he's been so many places (hat
lu's from the l 'nited Males, nut
anyplace in the I niletl States in
particular.
Alter all of his travels. Harnack ended up in
Richmond, bringing his \,ist
experiences with him i" share
with colleagues anil students,
"(Harnack) is truly a bless
ing to any one privileged enough
lo have had him in class." |urini i student Rogers said

Reach Kelly al
killy iiirki/iHiylii" < kit , tin
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Eastern
sweeps
home
stand
BY BRANDON ROBERTS

Assistant sports editor

After starting the season
0-2. the Lady Colonel tennis
team has rebounded in win
tour straight matches and
improve to 4-2 mi the season
In its first match of the
weekend. Eastern swept the
Dayton Flyers 7-0.
The Lady Colonels won
the doubles point and all six
singles matches to complete
the sweep.
"It was a good weekend." eoaeh Kob Oertel said
"We only lost three points
overall in all three matches
combined. Dayton is a verj
respectable team.'
In the top part of a Saturday
duubleheader, Eastern continued to dominate with a ti-1 win
over [jpscomb.
Eastern once again earned
tin- doubles point and then
continued to be tough in singles play.
Meredith Giles. Lucia

Matcie McDowell/Progress
Sophomore tennis player Term Roof returns a shot in last weekend's 6-1,6-2 victory over
Dayton's Megan Gray Eastern boosted its record to 4-2 with three wins over the weekend.

Vojtkova. Hannah Martsch.
Lindsay Hernia and Term
Kool all earned singles victories in the win.

Kim L'nderdonk's loss al
No fi was tin uiih blotch in
the loss column lor the Lady
Colonels.
"Our lop players really
carried the load in all three
of our matches." Oertel said.
"We did really well in singles

play."
In the second leg pf the
doubleheader Eastern hosted
Wright State in an attempt to
no undefeated for the weekend and capture its lourlh

consecutive victory.
Eastern split the first two
doubles matches and the
point was earned by Pastern
in a decisive match at No. 3.
In singles play Fastern
was victorious in ilsdnsl four
matches. Roof lost at No. 5
and I'nderdonk al No. ">. but
Eastern still went on to a 5-2
win.
Oertel is impressed with
the play of Hart sell
"Hannah has been on a
tear,"' lertel said.
Bartsch is undefeated on
the season, boasting a perfect
I'yi) record.

Ocriel isn't concerned
with the play of his No. 5
and 6 players, although they
seemed to have the mosl
trouble.
"They'll yet heller once
we add Sandra Sodditl to
the team." Oertel said. "Ih.it
should he happening this
week and thai should improve
our performance al the lower
spots."
The I ady Colonels will
travel to Huntington, W.Va .
on Feb. 21 to battle Marshall.
Reach Brandon at
brandon roberts@eku.edu

Colonels fall 6-1
to Dayton Flyers
BY TQDD PURVIS

Sports editor

Coming off a three game
home skid. Eastern's men's
tennis team looks to bounce
back this weekend, when it
hits the road for the first time

this year.
"We're excited to net out
and play on the road." Head
coach Kob Oertel said. "We're
going to Ret out of our comfort
zone at home here and go out
on the road and see how we
can do out there "
The Colonels travel to
Muncie. Ind.. tomorrow to
take on Hall State at 7:30 p.m.
"Ball State is one of the
top five teams that we'll play
in our schedule." Oertel said.
"Everyone is going to have to
play the best tennis that they
can play and nothing else will

do."

Marcie McDowell/Progress
Junior Tom Wospil returns a shot in Friday's 6-1 loss to Dayton.
The Colonels hit the road tomorrow to take on Ball State in their
first road match of the season

Eastern's record fell to 2-4
this season after the Colonels
were downed by the Dayton
Myers (>1 at home last weekend. Although Eastern only
managed to pick up one point
in the match. Oertel said the
match was much closer than
the score indicated.
"Almost every match was
light, we just didn't win the
crunch time points or the
crunch time games." he said.

Eastern dropped the first
point in the match, when No.
1 seeded Tom Wospil and
Chase Armstrong was upended by Kob Altenau and Jon
Khoury, s-t>. The Fryers sealed
the point, when Lars Gratzki

and Nic Brenner fell to Tom
Murphy and James O'Connell
by a slim margin of 9-8.
"It's always good to play
tough teams." Oertel said.
"Teams that do well in the
(>VC are teams that play tough
schedules and don't worry
about their win/loss record."
In the No. ii seeded action.
Eastern's Jamison Downs and
Chris Jones emerged victorious by a 9-7 margin.
Eastern dropped its next
two points, falling at the top
two seeds, before Brenner got
the Colonels on the board,
with a ti-4. 6-3 victory over
O'Connell. which marked
Eastern's only point in the
match.

"Nic Brenner is playing the
best for us right now, he's only
got one loss this year." Oertel
said. "He's playing great tennis
for us."
Dayton took the last three
points in singles play from the
Colonels, en route to the 8-1
finish
Reach Todd at
todd J>urvis 1 fieku. edit

Progress file photo
Sophomore golfer Clay Ballard measures up a putt in last
season's EKU Invitational. The Colonels hit the golf course this
Monday and Tuesday to compete in the Samford Invitational. This
tournament will be Eastern's first of the Spring schedule

Youth energizes
men's golf team
By. TODD PURVIS
Sports editor

After more than a fourmonth layoff. Eastern's nun's
tennis team returns to the links
ihis week for its first match of
the spring schedule.
"I'm really excited about
gelling ihis season started."
Head coach Pal Stephens said.
"'The fall went fairly well, and
our young players got some
experience in the fall, and
they're all really eager to get
started.
The Colonels will travel to
Birmingham. Ala., this Monday
and Tuesday to participate in
the Samford Invitational.
"If we go down there with
some confidence and play well
in tin1 first round, we should
be OK." Stephens said. "If our
seniors step up and play well,
it will get our freshmen excited and we should have a good
start."
Coming into this year's season. Kastern's lack of experience could play a key factor
in its success early this year.
Of the 11 players on Eastern's
rosier, seven are freshmen.
"Our strength is our youth
and enthusiasm." Stephens
said. "Our guys are really
excited, they push each other,
from our top players all the
way down to our younger
guys, they're just a good group
of guys."
leading the Colonels
ihis week is senior Robbie
Baldwin, who is playing at
the No. 1 seed at the Samford
Invitational.
"Kobbie has really stepped
up for us." Stephens said. "He's
definitely got his game going."
Senior Tyler Cain and junior
Josh McCracken also lead the
way for Eastern.

"Tyler and Josh have been
playing really well for us so
far." Stephens said.
Sophomore Clay Ballard
rounds out the experienced
players on the squad for the
Colonels.
"We've got a lot of experienced players coming back,
along with a greal group of
young guys." Stephens said.
According to Stephens, the
team will be tested this season
with a very difficult schedule.
"We have a really good
schedule Ihis spring, we play
Florida twice, then we go
to California, so we're real
eager to get started," he said.
"Our guys have played pre!
ty well early, we've had some
weather where we can get
out and play, so we're probably a little bit sharper than we
were at this point last year."
Stephens is very optimistic about this year's team and
believes it will be a very competitive season.
"With our schedule Ihis
season, everyone is going to
be excited about playing and
gelling in the lineup and competing against each other."
Stephens said. "I always tell
our guys that our best competition is against ourselves, and
it's starting to show that way."
Following next week's
action, the Colonels return
to the tee boxes on March
7 to play in the Notre Dame
Intercollegiate.
"Our ultimate goal is to win
the conference." Stephens said.
"We need someone to step up.
Last year we had six guys that
were in the mix for most of the
year, but this year it's all level,
basically."
Reach Todd at
todd_purvisl@eku. edu

Defense leads Eastern in league play
Assistant sports editor

A pair of Ohio Valley
Conference road wins this
past week has Eastern's lady
Colonel basketball squad tied
for first place.
The wins push Eastern's
winning streak to eight games
and improved its record to 121 over the last 13 contest

Eastern (15-7, 10-1 OVC)
defeated Samford (11-11. 4-7
OVC) 6345 in the first of the
two-game road trip.
Candis Cook recorded a
15-point 10-rebound doubledouble in the win while I'am
(iarrett and Laura Shelton
chipped in 11 each.
inman was pleased with
CoOk'8 performance.
"She really stepped up
big against Samford." Lady
Colonel coach Larry Joe
Inman said of Cook. "She car-

ried lls
But Cook's performance
wasn't the only reason Eastern
was successful according to
Inman.
"We played really good
defense," Inman said. "We
held (Samford) to 45 points
and Jacksonville State to 61."
Tamara Arnolds eight
steals were pivotal in the win
over Samford according to
Inman.
"Tain,ira's eight steals really turned the game around,"
Inman said. "Il helped us create offense using defense."
The second win of the road
trip didn't come as easy for
the Colonels.
Up by as many as 15
points in the second half.
Eastern survived a late lil-4
Jacksonville State run to pull
out a two-point victory 63-61.
"Jacksonville State is a
good team." Inman said. "We

knew il was going to be a
tough game."
Miranda Eckerle and
Shelton registered 20 points
each to lead the Colonels in
the victory over fourth place
JSU (11-11.7-5).
"Laura and Miranda scoring like they did really helped
us." Inman said. "Our defense
stepped up in this one. too."
Despite shooting jus! over

.'{5 percent from the field compared to the Gamecocks 43
percent, Eastern was able to
capitalize off 19 JSU turnovers
and pull out the win.
Jacksonville State had
scored over 90 points in earlier contest.
"I was pleased with our
effort." Inman said. "1 thought
our kids really pulled together."
Southeast Missouri (17-6.

11-1 OVC) is tied with Eastern
alop the OVC and is riding a

l()-game win streak.
Eastern will host Southeast
Missouri State tonight in a
game where one streaked will
be snapped, and one team will
own soie possession of first
place.
"We have a big game coming up." Inman said. "We are
tied lor the number one slot
and they have been healing
everybody by 15 or 20 points,
We are pretty evenly matched
It's going to be a tough game
for us."
Leading the way for
the Kedhawks is Tatiana

Conceicao.
The freshman, who averages 17.fi points and 5.8
boards |HT game, earned (>VC
Newcomer of the Week honors this Week.
Tip-off is set for 5:30 p.m.
Reach Brandon at
brandon robertsWeku.edu

Marcie MCDflWell/Progn
Freshman guard Ashley Cazee advances the ball up the court earlier
this season against Samford. Eastern returns to action tonight at
5:30 p.m. to host the Lady Redhawks of Southeast Missouri State
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Maina, Jones
take home wins
for track teams
uWe did exactly
BY BRANDON ROBERTS

Assistant sports editot

Eastern's track and field
(cam continued in show they
can compete by grabbing wins
in two events at the Middle
lenncssce Invitational this past
weekend.
Steve Mama, last week's
Ohio Valley Conference Male
Track Athlete of the Week, won

the 800-meterp with a time of
1:52.30. Another Colonel. Daniel

what we wanted
to do with the
women. We wanted to run them
so they would finish right next to
each other.

Kor. finished in the top ten of
the 800-meters placing seventh.
"I was real impressed with
Steve's performance." coach
Kick Erdmann said. "Dallas
(Robinson) and Jacob (Korir)
continued to run Well."
Robinson placed fourth in
the 200-meter dash and eighth
in the 408-meters. Korir finished
second in the lMMMneler run.
"We tried to run some different people," Erdmann said.
"Dallas ran the 400-meters and
finished eighth and that's not
really his event but he ran it."
On the women's side.
Melanie Bailey and Morgan
Bradley finished third and
fourth in the 55-meter dash.

Krdmann said. "We wanted to
run them so they would finish
right next to each other."
Wettdee Knibry finished
third in the mile and second
in the 3000-meters. Kellie
McClung finished one spol
behind Kmbry in the HOOOmeters with a time of 10-2632,
Eastern was scheduled t<>
travel to Knoxville and compete

respectively.

in the University of Tennessee

Ebony Jones was tops among
the competition in the high
jump with a jump of 545.00
which earned her first place.
Aside from winning the high
jump. Jones finished third in the
55-meter hurdles and seventh
in the JiKi-meler dash. Shannon
Tobias placed third in the K00meter run and Lacy Turner's
distance of 1H-01.50 earned her
fourth in the long jump.
"We did exactly what we
wanted to do with the women."

Invitational this weekend, but
will use the time to rest for the
()\'C competition next week.
"We're going to take this
weekend off." Krdmann said.
"We begin conference competition in two weeks and we want
to score as many |M>int- as we
possibly can and finish in the
lop few teams."

— Rick Erdmann
Track and field Coach

yy

Climbing to good health
BY AMANDA MCKAY

Staff.:

«

For some, getting in shape
this season may be as easy as
putting one hand in front of
the other.
The rock-climbing wall at
Eastern, a 36 feet high and 22
feel wide mass, is a new way
lo have fun and gel exercise.
Jason Burton, the Adventure
Programs director, said.
He said there are currently
12 different routes available
to test people's skills and up
to six can climb on the wall
at a time.
"Climbing is an all-over
body workout. It's little spurts
of cardio and it is incredible
for core muscles." Burlon
said.
There are many different
routes for students to climb
or they can practice bouldering. Boulder problems are
short climbs that focus on
specific techniques that you
can do off rope. There are
about 20 different boulder
problems on the wall.
"The thing I like about it
most is the fact that it is not
as monotonous as a traditional workout." Burton said.
There is also an annual
competition on the indoor
climbing wall. The different
categories are broken up
into beginner, intermediate
and advanced. The winner of
each category receives prizes

related to rock-climbing or
gift certificates from an outdoor store.
Daily inspections are done
on the ropes and harness
es. There are also monthly
inspections of the wall itself.
The belay device used
at the wall is a grigri. Five
people are employed at the
climbing wall that have all
undergone belay and facilita-

-

Climbing is an
all over body
workout. It's
little spurts of
cardio and it is
incredible for
core muscles.
—Jason Burton
Adventure programs director

»
lion training. Belay certification is available to students
for a one-time fee of $ 10. Tinbelay workshop teaches technical climbing skills like tying
yourself in properly, use of
verbal commands and knowledge of belay devices, which
are skills that are crucial in
outdoor climbing. Many outdoor climbers practice their
skills on the wall.
"It's a good training tool
for experienced climbers to
get in better shape in the
off-season." senior Meredith
Mann said. The wall has
given her a chance to meet
other people interested in
climbing.
"The climbing wall builds
trust among |>eers. and there
are definitely regulars." stall
member Jenn Hall said.
The climbing wall builds
learn dynamics and helps people learn to trust each other.
"I want to impress upon
people that student organizations can use the climbing
wall. We are very much available to do that." Burton said.
Special climbing shoes can
be rented for $2 a day. First-

f.l.Hae McDowell Progress
Adam Friend, a senior computer science ma/or climbs the-rock
wall in the fitness and wellness center last Friday afternoon
Students get their rentat lee waived on their first visit to the wall
time climbers gel their firsl
rental for free, or shoes can
be rented for 820 a semester.
The climbing wall i- Iree
to all students on campus and
buddy passes lor guests are
s") Students are welcome lo
try out their climbing skills
on the wall. Climbing classes an- offered lor -indent*-

ihroughoul the year
1 In climbing wall is open
Monday ihru Frida\ evenings. Check ihe campus recreation website for specific,
times the climbing wall is
open.

Reach \manda at
progress a ekit • JH

Reach Brandon at
brandon roberts@eku. edit

Eastern set to slow down SEMO
BYJTQDD PURVIS

Sports editor
With less than two weeks
left before the conference tournament starts. Eastern returns
home tonight for the first of two
straight games at McBrayer

Arena

Marcie McDowell/Progress
Junior point guard Matt Witt drives past a Samford defender
earlier this year Eastern returns home tonight to host Southeast
Missouri State at 7:30. The Colonels will then host Eastern Illinois
at 7:30 p.m. on Saturday.

"From this point on. they're
all big games, because we're all
kinda bunched in there together, as far as the standings go."
coach Travis Ford said.
Tonight at 7:30 the Colonels
will be tested by the holiest
team in the conference, which
is the Redhawks of Southeast
Missouri State. The Redhawks
have won their last seven contests in the league, placing
them in a three-way lie for second place in the conference.
"Southeast Missouri is one
of the best teams in our league,
they're playing very well right
now." Ford said. "They re
extremely talented."
Leading ihe way for
Southeast Missouri is Dainmon
Conner, who lops the league in
-curing, with an average of 20.2
points per game, and is second in on the leant with seven
"Conner is one of the top

their second win in conference
action by shooting 49 percent
from the field, where five players scored double figures for
Jacksonville State's uptempo

style led the Gamecocks lo a
33-18lead al the hall
Eastern responded in the
second half with a run ol iiown, cutting the lead to 38-31,
with 13:27 left in the contest.
Jacksonville Stale answered
with an 8-0 run in the next
two minutes, boosting its lead
up in 15, From Ibis point, the
Colonels cut the lead down
to lo. before the Gamecocks
pushed the lead oul to 1">.
which would end in a 70-5!)
final
Haney led the way for the
Colonels with 18 points and
eight rebounds in the game,
Junior guard Xach Ingles
chipped in with 12 points for
Eastern.
While the Gamecocks had
live guys in double figures.
senior guard Walker Russell led
the way with 16 points. Anthony
Wilson finished with II points,
while Tim Lewis and Carlos
Lumpkin both finished with 12.
Eastern vs. Samford
Although Eastern fell lo
Jacksonville State, who i- tied
for la-i place the conference.
the Colonels knocked off the
top leant in the league just two
days earlier.
"We had a great win al

Your name could
be here!

Portabello Mushrooms

Some choices for dining around
OUr

FIREPLACE

Eastern vs. Jacksonville
State
Eastern picked up its second loss in three gamelast Saturday against the
Gamecocks of Jacksonville
Slate. 7055.
"There wasn't one single
positive that came out <>l the
Jacksonville Slate game," Ford
said. "It was just a bad night-"
The Gamecocks picked up

the Gamecocks.

boards per outing.

Paste

Salads

scorers in the country." Ford
said. "He can really score from
a variety of ways."
Junior point guard Matt Witt
leads the Colonels in scoring
14.4 points and hands out <>.!!
assists per game.
Although Witt leads the
team in scoring, senior forward Michael Haney continues
to dominate as he is averaging
17.5 points and 10 rebounds in
his last two games.
"SEMO is very, very talented
and they've really got it clicking
right now." Ford said. "We're
going to need everybody's best
basketball in order to win."

Burgers

Advertise with us.
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Samford on the road again-i a
leant thai tens leading our con
ference. we really prewired for
them, and ii payed oil for us."
Foul said.
Eastern held of) Samford ■""•
S3, a- Win nailed a three from
the right wing, to give I astern
a two point lead.with 1:13 left
in the game, Senior guard Ben
Rushing ihen -auk one ol two
free throws with 7 2 seconds
remaining, giving Eastern Ihe
three poinl victor)
After trailing by as main
as nine points in the firsl half.
Eastern cut ihe halftinie deficit in lour points, bringing the
score In -.'" 25 .it the break.
The Bulldogs pushed their
Wad up lu as much as seven
points in ihe second hall with
ju-i under -even minutes in

regulation.
Eastern then re-ponded and
oui-cored Samford 11 1 for Ihe
rest ol ihe game, giving ihe
Colonels ibeir seventh victor)
in the conference,
Once again. Haney led
Eastern with 17 points and 12
rebound-, giving him -is double-doubles on tin season

Reach I"odd at
todd pUrvhliteku.edu
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Brittney Haynes, editor

What the Faculty 'Jazz' it up
Held?!
BY TEHRI FYFFE

. ..

With
Cindy Held

Pimped rides result
in driving distractions
Karlier this week I discovered a
whole new driving hazard.
On Monday, I was traveling from
Richmond to Waco, which i^ about
in miles east oi Richmond, to visit .1
friend and was behind a sports utility
vehicle. or BAT, .1- I like to caH it. (It
stands for BIR-A*"-Truck; you can
1 SS what the A i-.i

Anyway, this truck probably had
kids in the back MM! that needed to
be entertained at all hours oi the day
because it had one of those flip-down

DVD players.
The problem arose with the fact I
could see everything playing on the
little screen through the back window li was the movie "shark ["ale."

I found myself mesmerized by the
movie and kept watching. If the truck
hadn't been going the same direction
1 was. 1 probably would have followed
it for hours, or ai least until the movie
was 1 >ver.
I actually started tailgating tin
truck lo see the screen, then realized
what I was doing and backed off, then
cot really close and backed oil again.
The driver must have though) I
was crazy! I could have easily gotten
into a wrick if I hadn't snapped mil
ol il.
It's not like they were going mi
a long trip either, just to Waco And
even if they were going on a trip,
what happened to the days of riding
in the car when you had to entertain
yourself. Don't you remember the
interstate alphabet game?
I go home and watch shows like
"Pimp My Ride.'' which I love, but
just can't understand the purpose for
all the TV screens.
As if we Americans don't have
enough TVs in every single room of
our houses, we now have to branch
out to our vehicles.
Just do mi- a favor; ii you're going
to pimp your ride, keep the screen
where I can't see it from my ear
Distractions, driving and I don't mesh
well.
Reach Cindy at
cynthiu keldQeku edit

I he Richmond Ana Arts Council
will host the sixth annual Jazz
V lulown front i' 3(1 p m lo in p.m.
on Saturda) at si Mark Parish Mall in
downtown Richmond. The event is for
adults only
The meltdown will feature food
from Outback Steakhouse. a performance b> I kl Dance Theatre and
I il' Stevie \- die Hornets, a band thai
includes tour I -"astern music professors.
Jazz Meltdown is a fund-raiser for
the RAAC. Trofits from the event will
pui into action the primary belief of
RAAC thai "art is attainable to anyone
in the community despite income."
said Kxecutive Director Marie Kore
I il' Stevie \- the Hornets, the lea
tured band, originated after Kastern
music professor and RAAC member
Jonathan Martin attended the 2004
.la// Meltdown. He saw the meltdown
as an opportunity to reunite college
friends and current colleagues while
serving .1 greater cause.
Members ot the band include
music department chair Rob James on
drums, music professors Lirry Nelson
on saxophone. Ken Haddix on trombone and Martin playing trumpet.

The band will first feature tradilional jazz then eventually "meltdown"
into music from the '70s and '80s like
Karth, Wind and Fire and Chicago.
I'he performance by I il' Stevie &
the Hornets will also include a vocal
accompaniment by two Eastern musk
students. Anna Clayton and Angela
Centers.
Centers, a junior music merchandising major, said she is excited about
the event not only because Ibis will bo
her first time performing with a live
band bm because of tin' opportunity
she has to aid RAAC in bringing the
arts to Kentuckians.
Another Eastern student. Allison
Harris, will help showcase die arts by
performing her dance piece "A Hint
of Fosse." The piece features five
Eastern students dancing to the sonn
"Rye Bye Loye" from tin- Broadway
musical "All Thai Jazz." I'he even)
is "lor people who enjoy any kind of
music or dancing." Harris said
For those who aren't familiar with
jazz music. I -il" Stevie & the Hornets'
performance "will give you a little taste
of jazz and then meltdown into dance
music," which most students are more
familiar with. Martin said.

Reach Terri at

Brooke Rasor/Progress

Dancing Deltas
Members ol the Delta Zeta sorority performed to a medley ot songs Friday
at Greek Sing The annual event is traditionally held at the end of Greek
week. Proceeds from Greek Sing go to the Madison County Food Bank
and St. Jude Children's Research Hospital

progress a 1 kit 1,in

Soothing drops for sore throats at Eastern
it isn't overpriced. Forty cough drops
cost only $1.12.
I give Halls cough drops four out
ol five palettes

BY BRITTNEY HAYNES

Studio editor

I nive Sootherbs lozenges one out
of five palettes.

&

When you feel like your head could
explode any minute, your stomach is
doing so main somersaults ii could
be a gymnast and you can feel pain in
muscles you didn't know you had, a
sore throat is die last thing you need.
Finding the perfect cough drop
can be a hassle when you leel at your
Worst In the medicine aisle, you are
bombarded with brands, flavors and
types oi products lo make your throat
leel belter.
Each brand seems to share one
thing in common; the cherry flavor.
Tne first brand reviewed is an oldie
but a goody, Halls.
Ai lirsi the cough drop has a
cherry flavor thai is reminiscent of a
cherry sucker, but that quickly goes

The most expensive of all the
COUgh drops reviewed is Sootherbs
herbal lozenges,
'ITiirty lozenges cost $4.24.
liven though the lozenge has zinc
and vitamin C in it. it isn't worth the
money.
If you lik. flavored chalk, you
wou Id
lik e
Sootherbs. The
flavor isn't
really all that
bad once you

04

gel over the Kritty.
chalky texture.
Another dis-

away. •
While the cherry flavor isn't as
strong, the menthol is Halls will
clear up your sinuses while not tasting too bad.
For a product that actually works.

With Cepocal Sore Throat lozenges you don't have to worry about
whether the lozenge is smooth or
Kritty or how it tastes; you won't be
able to feel il.
If you can stand to keep it in your
mouth, the lozenge works by numbing everything in your mouth and
throat.
I'he lozenges were a little expensive. Eighteen lozenges cos) SL',9:?.
I nive Cepocal Sore Throat lozenges one and half out of five palettes.

ad v a n t age

0f

Sootherbs is the
packaging. Your sore
throat migtll go away before
you can open the box.

mouth. The cough drop doesn'l lose
its slick texture after awhile like many
COUgh drops do.
Nice was moderately priced. A box
ot 24 cough drops cost $1.93.
I give N'ice cough drops three oul
of five palettes.

Ricola is a nonsmentholated throat
drop that not only has a bearable
taste, but works.
The throat drop doesn't lose its
cherry flavor, and since there is no
menthol, it doesn't make your mouth
go numb or tingle.
For 30 drops. Ricola is well priced
at 97 cents.
I give Ricola cough drops three
and a half out of five palettes.

Another candy-like product is N'ice
sugar-free cough drops.
Hie cough drop has menthol lhal
clears the sinuses, but doesn't overpower the cherry flavor.
Hie texture of N'ice cough drops
is a little bit like putting glass in your

Reach Brittney at
brittney _haynes I "elm. edit
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BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK CRUISE
5 DAYS $299!
Girl Scouts.

CAMP STAFF
Help girls grow strong,
make lifelong friends &
kayak in your free time!
Camp Pennyroyal now
hiring: Counselors, Lifeguards, Business Manager, CIT Director. Great
benefits, fun traditions
& playful atmosphere.
Jobs are going fast!
Apply today!
www.kygirlseoiiti-ainps.org

CAMP STAFF
Spend your summer
teaching girls to sail,
windsurf, kayak & more!
Bear Creek Aquatic
Camp, located on a

scenic 160,000 acre lake

now hiring: Counselors/Lifeguards (we can
train). Boating Assistants,
Kitchen Assistant, CIT
Director, Health Supervisor (KMT / RN). Great
benefits, fun traditions &
playful
atmosphere.
Hall's on the River: We
are now accepting appli- Jobs are going fast!
Apply today!
cations for Servers and
Cooks (full or part time). www.kygirlscoutcanips.org
Apply in person Monday
Radio Legend Kick Decs
thru Friday between teh
wants to help you hit a
hours of 1-5 p.m. Phone
financial home-run; Call
527-6620 or 255-8105.
Chris at l-877-K07-(i472.

$450 Group Fundraiser
Scheduling Bonus
4 hours of your group's time PLUS our free (yes, free)
fundraising solutions EQUALS $1,000-$2,000 in earnings for your group. Call TODAY for a $450 bonus
when you schedule your non-sales fundraiser with
CampusFundraiser. Contact CampusFundraiser,
(888) 920-3238, or visit w_ww.campu_sfundraiser.CQm

Classified Advertising
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Includes Meals. Parties With Celebrities
As Seen On Real World, Road Rules, Bachelor!
Award Winning Company1
SprinQBreakTravel.com
1-800-678-6386

. Hie Eastern
n Progress

01-10 words

$4.00

11

20 words

SM.IHI

21

:i() words

$12.00

:u

40 words

Slfi.OO

41

50 words

$20.00

51 - 60 words

$24.(X)

L

SPRING BREAK SPECIALS!

RUN l)ATK(S) OF AD:
(Thursdays)

J

Panama City <4 Daytona 7 Nights, 6 Free Parties $159!

Cancun, Jamaica. Acapulco, Nassau $499 Including Air!

1

Bahamas Cruise $299'
Sprin9BreakTravel.c0m
1-800-678-6386
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Spring Break 2005
with STS, America's
#1 Student Tour
Operator. Hiring
campus reps. Call
for group discounts.
I nfo/Reservations
1-800-648-4849.
www.ststravel.com

C

Q PERSONAL ~)
LexingtonMojo.com
The digital handprint on the
Bum of the city.
l.exington Mojo, com

I
I AD COPY {please PRINTclearly):

FOR RENT

Lancaster Ave. Apartments.
1 Block front EKU. Student
Leases available. Spacious
\\ Si 4 Bedroom Townhouses. Up to 3 baths, W/l)
hook-up and covered decks.
All Utilities Paid. 625-5757.

I

j

• Classified Ads must be prepaid Cash, checks. Visa &• Mastercard
accepted. Deadline for submittal is 12:00 PM on Monday*
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117 Donovan Annex Richmond, KY 40475
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